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INTRODUCTION 

In the fall of 1977, the Washington Division of Geology and Earth 
Resources entered into a contract with the U.S. Department of Energy 
through the Basalt Waste Isolation Program of Rockwell Hanford Operations 
to provide a reconnaissance geologic map of the late Cenozoic sediments 
of the Columbia Basin (hereafter referred to as the Basin), Washington, 
exclusive of the Pasco Basin. 1he purpose of this study was to provide a 
body of geologic knowledge on the sediments overlying the Columbia River 
Basalt to aid in determining the tectonic framework of the Basin. 1his 
information, combined with data supplied by other contractors, will be 
used by Rockwell Hanford Operations as criteria in a nuclear waste 
repository feasibility study for the U.S. Department of Energy. 1he 
following report summarizes mapping procedures and results of the 1978 
and 1979 field seasons, and includes recommendations for future work. 

OBJECTIVES 

Specific objectives of the study include: 
1. To reconnaissance map all late Cenozoic sediments in the Columbia 

Basin and surrounding areas of Washington for the compilation of 
a surficial geologic map at a scale of 1:250,00o.21 

2. To establish the stratigraphic sequence of late Cenozoic sediments 
to assist in the dating of geologic units, events, and structures. 

3. To identify and map all landforms and structural features 
(especially faults) that may require more detailed study in 
order to determine the tectonic history of the Columbia Basin of 
Washington. 

STUDY AREA 

1he study area encompasses approximately 62,000 km2, (24,000 sq. 
mi.), consisting of essentially the entire Basin (exclusive of the 
Pasco Basin). Study boundaries closely coincide with the extent of 
the great Miocene Columbia River Basalt flows within eastern Washing
ton (figure 1). 

REGIONAL SETTING 

1he Columbia Basin is bordered on the north, east, and west ~Y 
mountainous terrain. 1he Okanogan Highlands lie to the north, the 

1/ The boundary of the Columbia Basin is generally taken as that given 
by Freeman, Forrester, and Lupher (1945) modified after Fenneman 
(1931). Although usually considered as a separate province, the Blue 
Mountains are overlain by uplifted Columbia River Basalt, and were 
considered an extension of the Basin for purposes of this study. Late 
Cenozoic sediments mapped include all those sediments stratigraphically 
overlying the Columbia River Basalt. 
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foothills of the Rocky Mountains lie to the east in Idaho, and the 
Cascade Range to the west. To the south, the Columbia Basin extends 
for many miles into Oregon, and is bordered by the basalt-<::overed Blue 
Mountains in southeastern Washington (figure 1). 'Three relatively small 
areas-called "embayments" (figure 1) of Columbia River basalt extend into 
west-<::entral Idaho also (Bond, 1963). 

Beginning in early Miocene time, approximately 16.5 x 106 years 
ago (Watkins and Baksi, 1974; McKee and others, 1977; Swanson and others, 
1979a, 1979b), huge volumes of tholeiitic basalt magma were extruded 
through fissures in southeastern Washington and adjacent Oregon and 
Idaho. 'These basalt flows spread in successive sheets from east to west 
over the surface and down several stream valleys to cover large areas of 
eastern Washington, western Idaho, and northeastern Oregon, forming the 
youngest flood or plateau basalt province known on earth (Swanson and 
others, 1979b). Although possibly initiated earlier, during the period 
represented by the upper Grande Ronde Basalt, the area underwent regional 
downwarping and tilting probably relatively late in the pe,iod of magma 
eruption (after emplacement the Elephant Mountain Member) (Swanson and 
others, 1979b). 'The regional subsidence (post-Elephant Mountain) was 
directed to the southwest, forming a structural basin centered upon the 
present Pasco Basin area of south-<::entral Washington (Swanson and Wright, 
1978; Swanson and others, 1979b). In the western half of the Basin at 
least, subsidence continued into Pliocene and possibly Pleistocene times 
(Swanson and Wright, 1978). 'The regional tilting was to play a signifi
cant role much later when catastrophic glacial floods swept into the 
northern part of the Basin. It is in the Pasco Basin that the basalt 
(known as the Columbia River Basalt Group), along with the associated 
sedimentary interbeds (composed of sediments washed into the Basin 
from the surrounding highlands during periods of volcanic quiescence), 
reaches a known maximum thickness of at least 1,500 m (4,920 feet), 

as measured in a deep stratigraphic test well in
Benton County Washington (Raymond and Tillson, 1968). From this maximum, 
the basalt decreases in thickness outward in all directions towards the 
edges of the Basin, where it locally is represented by only one flow 
(Weissenborn, 1979). During the late stages of magma extrusion (late 
Miocene), or perhaps soon thereafter (early Pliocene), the complex stress 
pattern that had been imposed upon the Basin (especially the western 
side), and which commenced in an earlier time, produced a series of 
anticlinal basalt ridges (Swanson and Wright, 1978; Swanson and others, 
1979b; Grolier and Bingham, 1978). Bentley (1977a) has found evidence 
suggesting that many of the ridges formed principally during the Pliocene 
to earliest Pleistocene epochs, in apparent synchroneity with the uplift 
of the Cascade Range to the west. 'These prominent west- to northwest
trending ridges, up to 160 km (99 mi.) in length, are grouped around the 
western edge of the Basin and reach heights of up to 500 m (1640 feet) 
above the intervening valleys. 

'The floods of lava ceased during the late Miocene, approximately 
6 x 106 years ago (Watkins and Baksi, 1974; McKee and others, 1977; 
Swanson and others, 1979a, 1979b). 

During the Pliocene , and continuing into the Pleistocene Epoch, 
gravel, sand, silt, and clay, including volcanic debris began to wash 
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into, and accumulate in, lakes and streams in the forming valleys and 
basins. The most significant site of deposition, the Pasco Basin, 
contains over 310 m (1017 feet) of sediment overlying the basalt (Brown 
and McConiga, 1960). Occurring throughout much of the Columbia Basin, 
and accumulating during most of Quaternary time, are widespread deposits 
of loess and wind-blown silt, reaching thicknesses of up to 75 m (250 
feet) in the eastern part of the Basin (Ringe, 1970). 

Large areas of the study area were affected by glacier ice, melt
water runoff and catastrophic floods, resulting from several late Pleisto
cene continental glaciers that overrode parts of northern Washington and 
adjacent areas. Erosion by glacial melt-water streams and flood waters 
stripped about a third of the Basin in Washington of its cover of lcess 
and other sediments. This resulted in the exter.sive ana-stomosing 
basalt channel system called the Channeled Scabland. Constructional bars 
of sand and gravel associated with the channels also were formed by the 
floods. Tne source of the flood waters (or at least the largest of them) 
was Glacial Lake Missoula in western Montana, where up to 2100 km3 (500 
cu. mi.) of water was ponded by glacial dams (Bretz, 1930; Pardee, 1942). 
When the ice dams at the mouth of the Clark Fork Valley at Lake Pend 
Oreille failed, the ensuing flood waters swept southwestward across the 
Columbia Basin in a matter of days (Bretz, 1923b, 1930, 1969), removing 
the sediment cover and excavating channels in the basalt. 

The surface of the Columbia Basin has been little altered since the 
time of the last great flood, dated at approximately 13,000 years B.P. 
( Before Present) (Mullineaux and others, 1977). 

~~PPING PROCEDURE 

Prior to initiation of field work, a review was made of all available 
literature and maps in order to acquire an awareness of the quantity and 
quality of existing maps in the study area and to determine their utility 
to the present study. This information was made available to the field 
geologists in the form of a partially annotated bibliography (Tucker and 
Rigby, 1978. revised 1979), which contains various index maps to facili
tate a review of previous work. 

Based upon this review, three publications reflectir.g two studies were 
adopted as stratigraphic standards for surficial mapping: U.S. Geological 
Survey Miscellaneous Investigations Map I-589, "Geologic map and sections 
of parts of Grant, Adams, and Franklin Counties, east-central Washingson", 
and Washington Division of Geology and Earth Resources Bulletin No. 71 (a 
text to compliment the above map) both by M. J. Grolier ar.d J. W .. Bingham, 
of the U.S. Geological Survey. The third publication was U.S. Geological 
Survey Open-File Report 77-531, "Preliminary geologic map of the Wenatchee 
1: i00,000 quadrangle, Washington", by R. Tabor, and others (1977). 
Additional geologic maps and reports were used as guides for locating 
known faults and folds and for understanding basalt stratigraphy. 

Portions of the abo·1e t•.-10 maps (Grolier and Bingha;;i, 1971; Tabor and 
others, 1977) 1-1ere field checked and revised 1-1here necessary. In general, 
these maps were found to be accurate and of high quality, thus providing 
a basis upon which to formulate and build the stratigraphic nomenclature 
used in the present work. 
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As an aid to mapping, black and white and color stereo aerial 
photographs at a scale of 1:62,500 and 1:20,000 were used by the field 
personnel. In addition, extensive use was made of low altitude aerial 
reconnaissance. Mapping was performed on U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 
7.5- and 15-minute topographic sheets and on aerial photographs during 
the spring and summers of 1978 and 1979. Due to the reconnaissance 
nature of the study, most field work was restricted to areas accessible 
by roadways. A few critical areas with no access roads were examined on 
foot and an attempt was made to examine all known quarries, sand and 
gravel pits, and borrow pits shown on the topographic maps. Mapping was 
done at the rate of one to two 7.5-minute quadrangles or equivalent area 
per day per mapper. Upon completion of field work, the mapping was 
transferred and superimposed upon the nine Army Map Service (AMS) 1 by 2 
degree sheets which served as the base maps. These sheets are: 

Plate 1 : OF 79-7 (Okanogan) Plate 6: OF 79-12 (Tne Dalles) 
Plate 2: OF 79-8 (Pendleton) Plate 7: OF 79-13 ('il'alla Walla) 
Plate 3: OF 79-9 ( Pullman") Plate 8: OF .79-14 (Wenatchee) 
Plate 4: OF 79-10 (Ritzville) Plate 9: OF 79-15 (Yakima) 
Plate 5: OF 79-11 (Spokane) 

Because of the great difference in scale between the field maps and 
aerial photographs (1:24,000 and 1:62,500), and the AMS sheets (i:250,000), 
it was necessary to condense the stratigraphy of the field mappers for 
the final maps. For example, all loess stratigraphic units were combined 
to form only one loess unit (QI) on the 1:250,000 scale maps. Even with 
this approach, however, it was still found necessary, in many instances, 
to omit small isolated features appearing on the field maps from the 
final maps, as small landslide masses or alluvial fans, for example. For 
these reasons, it must be stressed that for the reader to draw any 
specific conclusions from the mapping performed in this study, the 
original field maps should be consulted to supplement the smaller-scale 
maps contained in this report. 

Copies of the field maps and field notes are maintained by the 
offices of Rockwell Hanford's Basalt Waste Isolation Program, in Richland, 
Washington, and by the Washington Division of Geology and Earth Resources, 
in Olympia, Washington. 

Using the method described above, the numerous field mapping units 
were combined into the twenty units used on the 1:250,000 scale maps 
accompanying this report and appearing down the left side of Table 1. 
The mapping units of the various field personnel appear on the right side 
of Table 1 and in Appendix B. 

The study area was divided into four roughly equivalent areas, or 
quadrants (figure 2). Geologists familiar with the late Cenozoic geology 
of each quadrant were selected from various Washington institutions to 
perform the mapping. The Pasco Basin Cenozoic uni~s were mapped by 
Rockwell-Hanford personnel (Lillie and others, 1978). Principal investi
gators for the northeast quadrant were Dale F. Stradling and Eugene P. 
Kiver of Eastern Washington University. Gary D. Webster of Washington 
State University mapped the southeast quadrant. Newell P. Campbell of 
Yakima Valley Community College was responsible for the southwest quad-
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rant, and Larry G. Hanson of the University of Washington mapped the 
northwest quadrant. James G. Rigby, Kurt L. Othberg, and Glennda B. 
McLucas of the Washington Division of Geology and Earth Resources 
provided guidance and administrative support to the program. J~~es 
G. Rigby also performed mapping in the northeast and northwest quadrants. 

SAMPLE COLLECTION 

In addition to actual mapping and as an aid to mapping, the field 
geologists collected nuoerous tephra samples for analysis and age dating. 
A few materials datable by c14 were also found, and several caliche-
horizon site~ were sampled for age dating by the u238/Th230 method. Appendix 
A su=arizes· this information. All geochronologic work was perfor:ned by 
other contractors to the Basalt Waste Isolation Program. 

DESCRIPTION OF tu\P UNITS 

The following description of map units and discussion of geologic 
e·,ents is preliminary and only a progress report. Additional work is 
required before making any final interpretations. All units described 
are listed in Table 1. Locations discussed in the text can be found 
on one of the site and location maps (figures 5 and 6, and plates 1-11). 

Pre-Miocene Rocks 

Most of the rocks bordering the Colu:nbia Basin are pre-~iocene in 
age and nonbasaltic in nature. Within the B~sin and study area, there 
are a few ialiers and isolated remnants of older, pre-Colucbia Rive:
Basalt rocks. The most no tab le occurrences are the mainly plutonic 
Mesozoic rocks of the southern Okanogan Highlands bordering the Basin 
on the north, and the "s teptoes "'!:_/ of Precambrian metacorphic rocks 
and Jurassic-Cretaceous granite and granodiorite that are exposed along 
the eastern edge of the study area. 

Differentiating and mapping these rocks and for:iations were beyond 
the scope of this study. Tnerefore, all pre-Columbia River Basalt 
units were combined into one unit: 

Pre-Miocene rocks undifferentiated (pm) - Hetamorphic and igneous 
rocks of plutonic complexes of Precambrian thro :-!esozoic 
age, and early Tertiar; sediillentary rocks, which occur along 
the northern, eastern, and western borders of the study area. 

Luis Nunez, a Ph.D. candidate from Washington State University, is de
scribing and correlating the pre-Columbia River Basalt rocks of several 
of the steptoes of eastern Washington and adjacent Idaho. 

2/ Steptoe - a local geomorphic term indicating a hill of older rock in 
a field of basalt flows. 
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Columbia River Basalt, Yakima Basalt Subgroup 

As with the pre-Miocene rocks, no attempt was made to map the 
Columbia River Basalt Group. The basalts are being mapped by the USGS. 
For details concerning the basalts, the reader is directed to consult 
USGS Open-File Report 79-534, by Swanson and others (1979b). For the 
purposes of the Division's mapping, all formations and members of the 
Yakima Basalts were grouped into one unit: 

Columbia Rive.r Basalt Group, Yakima Basalt Subgroup (Ty) - Undiffer
entiated flows of dark tholeiitic basalt of Miocene age of the 
Saddle Mountains, Wanapum, and Grande Ronde Basalt Formations. 
Locally includes sedimentary interbeds of the Latah and Ellens
berg Formations. Mapped also where locally overlain by colluv
ium, caliche, and where overlain by widespread thin loess. 

Except for extreme southeastern Washington where the Im~aha Basalt outcrops, 
the basalt e.xposed in the remainder of the Basin is within the Yakima 
Basalt Subgroup (hereafter called Yakima Basalt). See figure 3 for the 
stratigraphy of the basalts. 

Ellensburg Formation 

The Ellensburg Formation (Te) is a prominent group of sediments 
interbedded with, and overlying, the basalts of the Basin. Russell 
(1893, 1900) named the light-colored deposits, of largely volcanic 
composition, the Ellensburg sandstone, and believed that the sandstone 
formed in a large late Miocene lake. 

Subsequent workers have reinterpreted the depositional environment 
of the deposits. Smith (1901, 1903a, 1903b) called the sediments the 
Ellensburg Formation. He recognized the sediments as primarily overlying 
the Yakima Basalt but he did note some sedimentary layers below. Neither 
Russell nor Smith designated a type locality for the Ellensburg; however, 
they listed the bluffs north of Naches as the best exposure. Later 
workers (Waters, 1955; Mackin, 1961; Schmincke, 1964; Bentley, 1977a, 
1977b; Swanson and Wright, 1978; Waitt, 1979a) traced the Ellensburg 
laterally beyond the few outcrops noted by Russell and Smith and also 
extended it vertically. Mackin (1961) extended the lower boundary of the 
Ellensburg to the top of the Priest Rapids Basalt (the upper Member of 
the Wanapum Basalt Formation of the Yakima Basalt Subgroup). Schmincke 
(1964) lowered it even farther by putting the boundary at the base of the 
Wanapum in order to include the Vantage Member in the Ellensburg Formation. 
In 1967, he reassigned the Vantage to the Yakima Basalt. Schmincke also 
noted the interfingering nature of the Ellensburg with the Wanapum and 
Saddle Mountains Basalt. Finally Bentley (1977a, 1977b) and Waitt 
(1979a) have included all sedimentary interbeds found within the Yakima 
Basalt in the Ellensburg, including those found within and underlying the 
Grande Ronde Basalt. As is evident, much disagreement exists regarding 
the placement of the lower boundary of the Ellensburg. See figure 4 for 
the stratigraphy of the Ellensburg within the Pasco Basin, as interpreted 
by Ledgerwood and others (1978). 

The top of the Formation has likewise not been defined. Smith 
(1903a) included the Thorp gravel at the top of his measured Ellensburg 
section at Naches. Bentley ( 1977a, 1977b) has suggested that the Thorp 
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tional polarity. Geologic time scale from Berggren and Van Couvering 
(1974); figure adapted from S1'l'anson and 1.~right (1978). 
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be included as a facies of the Ellensburg, although most workers have not 
followed this suggestion so far. Smith (1903b) also included the sediments 
exposed along White Bluffs (the Ringold Formation) to the east as a lacus
trine facies of the Ellensburg. Although the Ringold is now considered to 
be a separate unit, the Ellensburg does become finer-grained to the east, 
and available age dating indicates a similarity in ages of the upper Ellens
burg and the Ringold. Smith's ideas, therefore, may need to be resurrected. 
Brown and McConiga (1960) thought the Ellensburg may grade upward into t11e 
Ringold of the Pasco Basin. If, perhaps, the upper Ellensburg does not 
grade upward or laterally into the Ringold, then they at least in part may 
represent contemp9raneous units. Near the western edge of the Basin, the 
Ellensburg may also grade upward into basalt fanglomerates (Waters, 1955b; 
Laval, 1956). More field work and dating of the Ellensburg and other units 
cust be undertaken before a decision can be reached regarding the full 
nature of the Ellensburg and possible equivalent units, and before a def
inite upper boundary can be drawn. The age of the upper boundary of the 
Ellensburg is important to timing of tectonics, because the Ellensburg 
has been tilted, faulted and folded in numerous localities. 

Although disagreeing on the placement of the lower and upper bounda
ries of the Formation, most workers currently agree that the sediments 
of the Ellensburg are predominantly of fluvial origin, but include some 
laharic and lacustrine facies. The sediments are restricted to the 
western part of the Basin, within which they thin from west to east, 
indicating a sediment source area to the west beyond tr.e western edge of 
the Basin. The composition of the sediments of the Ellensburg also indi
cates a western source in part; much of the Formation consists of silicic 
to intermediate volcaniclastic sediments in the form of conglomerates, 
sands, silts, lahars, airfall tuffs, and other pyroclastic debris. Cross
bedding and imbrication of the sands and conglomerates indicates a paleo
current flow from the west (Tabor and others, 1977). ~~ excellent 
summary of the Ellensburg, including a study of the provenance of the 
sediments, is contained in a pair of reports by Sc~~incke (1967a, b). 

Tne age of the Ellensburg is Miocene where it is interbedded with 
the Yakima Basalt (Swanson and others, 1979a); where it overlies the 
youngest basalt flows it is late 
Miocene (Smith, 1903a, 1903b) to early Pliocene in age (Fiske, Hopson, 
and Waters, 1963; Sc1iley, 1963; Swanson and others, 1979b), depending on 
the placement of the Miocene-Pliocene boundary. 

As the present study was only concerned with the post-basalt sedi
ments, only the supra-basalt part of the Ellensburg Formation was mapped, 
differentiated from the sedimentary interbeds of the Yakima Basalt: 

Ellensburg FoCT.Jation (Te) - White to light reddish-brown sand, 
silt, clay, and gravel composed of andesite, dacite, pumice, 
and basalt clasts representing a mixture of fluvial and 
laharic deposits; mapped only where it was interpreted to 
overlie flows of the Yakima Basalt Subgroup, and likewise 
excludes basalt flow interbeds. Volcaniclastic sediments 
of the formation derived from volcanic Cascade Ra~ge to 
west, anc basaltic sediments derived locally frcm forming 
anticlinal ridges within western Columbia Basin. 

1ne supra-basalt Ellensburg sediments are frequently found to be 
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deformed in various locations in their outcrop area in the western 
Columbia Basin. In the Kittitas Valley, for example, Ellensburg sedi
ments are steeply folded at Stone Canyon southwest of Ellensburg, and 
dipping at low angles on Potato Hill south of Ellensburg. 

To the south, the Ellensburg is folded and possibly faulted along 
the north flank of Ahtanum Ridge, as well as along Toppenish Ridge. 
Steeply-dipping Ellensburg pumicites can be seen in a road cut along 72nd 
Avenue on the west side of Yakima, and minor faults are found in the 
supra-basalt Ellensburg near Naches and northeast of Selah and on Snipes 
Mountain. In addition, the Ellensburg Formation is faulted along with 
the basaltic gravels east of Selatt. All these locations are discussed in 
detail in the section on Structural Geology. 

The deformation exhibited by the supra-basalt Ellensburg Formation 
indicates that the large-scale uplift and deformation of the basalt 
ridges in the western Columbia Basin occurred after most, if not all, 
of these sediments had been deposited, or late Miocene to early(?) 
Pliocene in age. As pointed out in subsequent sections, some units 
interbedded with and overlying the post-basalt Ellensburg are also 
deformed, suggesting deformation very late or completely after deposition 
of the Ellensburg. 

Gravels of the Ancestral Columbia River 

The ancestral Columbia River gravels (Tc) occur only in 
west quadrant, near the western edge of the Columbia Basin. 
described as part of the Satsop Formation by Williams (1916) 

the south
Originally 
and Bretz 

(1917), Buwalda and Moore (1927, 1929) demonstrated that the gravels were 
correlative with the Hood River conglomerate of Oregon. 

Warren (1939, 1941) suggested that the Hood River conglomerate 
(mostly unconsolidated gravel) was fluvial in origin, and that the 
elongate belt in which the conglomerate occurs, from Sentinel Gap 
southwestward through Goldendale and Satus Pass (figure 5) to the 
Columbia Gorge at Hood River, marked the former course of the Columbia 
River. Flint (1938) and Hasan (1953) generally concurred. 

Waters (1955) believed that Satus Pass resulted from local stream 
capture, rather than being cut by the Columbia River. He could find 
no quartzite-bearing gravel in Satus Pass, the one area where he expected 
it to occur if Warren's ideas were correct. 

Mackin (1961) reported that gaps in ridges cannot be used a~ conclu
sive evidence for the former course of a river, only distinctively 
fluvial deposits of the appropriate lithology can be used. 

The problem would be easier to resolve if the age of the quartzite
bearing gravels were known. Hodge (1938) and Waters (1939, 1955) correla
ted the Hood River conglomerate with the lower part of the Ellensburg, as 
did Buwalda and Moore (1929) and Mason (1953). In 1956, Laval dropped 
the term ''Hood River conglomerate," and incorporated these deposits into 
the basal Ellensburg. 

Based on the lithological differences and stratigraphic field 
relationships, this study has mapped the (Hood River) gravels as inter
bedded and contemporaneous with the post-basalt Ellensburg Formation. 
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The terminology has been changed to 11 Gravels of the Ancestral Columbia 
River" (Tc) in order to avoid any possible confusion wi.th the Hood River: 
conglomerate. The unit is defined as: 

Gravels of the Ancestral Columbia River (Tc) - Well-rounded pebble 
gravel, containing lenses of coarse sand; clasts dominantly 
quartzite with significant amounts of granite, gneiss and 
basalt, stained yellow-brown to orange. Within the study area, 
confined largely to Rattlesnake, Toppenish, and Horse Heaven 
Ridges a·nd Snipes Mountain. 

As the gravels (Tc) are included within much of the supra-basalt 
Ellensburg sediments, one might conclude or suggest that they be included 
as a facies of the Ellensburg Formation. However, based on the marked 
difference in composition of the two units (the gravels of the ancestral 
Columbia River contain a high percentage of quartzite, whereas the 
Ellensburg, as defined by earlier workers, lacks quartzite), it is 
believed that the quartzitic gravels should be mapped as a distinct 
unit at this time, separate from the Ellensburg Formation. 

In this study, Campbell has shown the gravels interfinger with 
the Ellensburg Formation, rather than being restricted to the basal part 
of the supra-basalt Ellensburg. In places, the gravels occur above 
the Ellensburg; in other places they are to be found underlying the 
Ellensburg, and in still others, the gravels interfinger with the 
Ellensburg Formation. This relationship is clearly demonstrated on 
the west end of Snipes Mountain and on the east end of Toppenish 
Ridge~ 

As the gravels of the ancestral Columbia River are folded (as on 
Snipes Mountain), folded and possibly faulted (as on Toppenish Ridge), 
and uplifted to the top of the Horse Heaven Hills (as at Bickelton), 
their deposition obviously pre-dates the large-scale deformation of this 
part of the Columbia Basin. In addition, where these gravels are found 
in contact with the Ellensburg, and have undergone deformation, both the 
Ellensburg and the quartzite-rich gravels are deformed to the same 
degree, so that deformation either did not begin, or did not culminate 
until sometime after the cessation of their deposition. 

As with many of the other sedimentary units of the late Cenozoic of 
the Basin, however, no absolute dates exist for the age of these gravels, 
so that the precise age of their deformation is undetermined. 

Ringold Formation 

As originally defined by Merriam and Buwalda (1917), the Ringold 
Formation was restricted to sediments exposed along a 48 km (30 mi.) 
stretch of the Columbia River, in the White Bluffs area of the Pasco 
Basin, the type locality. They measured its thickness, from the river 
level upward, as 152.:: rn (500 feet). Later, Culver (1937a) extended the 
Ringold laterally. 

Newcomb (1958), using subsurface data from wells that penetrated the 
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Ringold below river level, extended the Ringold downward to the top of 
the Yakima Basalt, giving it a total thickness of 189 m (620 feet) in the 
White Bluffs area. He also divided the Ringold into a lower, middle, and 
upper facies. 

'The lower facies, overlying the Yakima Basalt, consists of a lamina
ted, largely bluish-green clayey silt, with some sand and gravel. 'This 
unit has been interpreted to be either lacustrine or fluvial. 

'The middle Ringold, in the White Bluffs area, is composed largely 
of uncemented conglomerate, with well-rounded pebbles and cobbles of 
metamorphic rocks, granite, and basalt in a quartz sand matrix. 'This 
unit is considered to be alluvially deposited (Merriam and Buwalda, 1917; 
Waters, 1955; Newcomb, 1958; and Gustafson, 1973. 1978). 

Tne upper unit consists of light gray to pale yellow to light browTI, 
nearly horizontal beds of sand and silt, with local gravel lenses-. Tne 
unit also contains fossiliferous beds (flora and vertebrate fauna), and a 
thick, white tuff bed, caliche horizons, and numerous elastic dikes 
(Newcomb and others, 1972). Capping the upper Ringold a'::. the White 
Bluffs is a thick layer of petrocalcic soil (caliche). 

Tne lo· .. er and upper facies of the Ringold have bee:: inte,preted to 
be mostly of lacustrine in origin (Russell, 1893; Smith, 1903; Calhns, 
1905; Newcomb, 1958; Grolier and Bingham, i978). These facies are 
thought to have been deposited in an extensive lake centered upon the 
Pasco Basin by an impoundment of the ancestral Columbia River by the 
rising anticlinal ridges to the south, along with the concurrent down
warping of· the Pasco Basin (Newcomb, 1958; Newcoe1b and others, 1972). 
More recently, Gustafson ( 1973, 1978) has suggested that most of the 
Ringold, including the upper facies, is a complex flood plain deposit. 
Evidence includes the generally poor sorting of most of the clays, silts, 
sands, and abundant gravel in the section, and the great preponderance cf 
mammalian fossils over the molluscan fauna that would be expected in a 
lacustrine environment. He does not completely rule out lacustrine 
deposits, however, pointing out that modern flood plains consist of oxbow 
lakes and flood plain ponds. Gustafson (1973, 1978) assigned the Ringold 
to an early Blancan (Pliocene age).]/ Tne age of the lower Ringold is 
still in doubt. 

The magnetostratigraphy of the upper Ringold sand and silt at the 
\.ihite Bluffs, north of Pasco, Washington, has a 20 meter (66 foot) 
section of normal magnetic polarity overlain by about 110 meters (361 
feet) of reversed magnetic polarity (Packer and Johnston, 1979). Based 
on the occurence of Pliocene vertebrate fossils (Gustafson, 1973 & 
1978), it is suggested that the reversed magnetic polarity section is 
within the Gilbert Reversed Epoch (Packer and Johnston, 1979) or bet· .. een 
3.3 and 5. 1 million years before present. 

Newcomb (1958) found evidence of post-deformational warping in the 
Ringold sediments, indicating two stages of deformation in the Pasco 
Basin and uplift of the Horse Heaven Ridge to the south of the basin. 

31 Berggren and Van Couverin5 (1974) place the beginning of the Blancan 
at approximately 3.9 x 10° years ago. 
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Brown and McConiga (1960), however, believed that a gradual general 
decrease in dips upward in the Ringold section favored continuous defor
mation of the Pasco Basin during accumulation of the Ringold. Brown and 
McConiga added that deformation may be continuing at the present time. 

Although the separate facies of the Ringold were mapped in this 
study, for purposes of the 1:250,000 scale maps accompanying this 
report, all facies were combined into an undifferentiated unit: 

Ringold Formation (Tr) - Fluvial and lacustrine clay, silt, 
sand, and cooglomerate of diverse composition, locally fossiliferous 
and tuffaceous; contains caliche layers and elastic dikes; usually 
capped by a thick caliche zone. 

The Ringold occurs in the southwest quadrant, and in the southern 
and western parts of the northwest and southeast quadrants, respectively. 
Outside of the Pasco Basin, it is thickest in the southwest quadrant, 
where it reaches approximately 100 m (328 ft) in thickness on Smyrna 
Bench on the north side of the Saddle Mountains (see Northern Saddle 
Mountains and Smyrna Bench, Structural Geology). The Ringold is restric
ted to the Pasco, Quincy, and Othello Basins, and is also to be found on 
the slopes of Rattlesnake Hills and the Saddle Mountains. 

Campbell has mapped sediments that he has tentatively identififed as 
upper Ringold on the northern flank of the Saddle Mountains, and on 
Smyrna Bench (Plate 11). The sediments along the Bench are found at 
elevations of up to about 380 m (1250 ft.), whereas 10 km (16 mi.) west, 
possible equivalent sediments along the north flank of the western end of 
the Saddle Mountains are found at over 610 m (2000 ft.) in elevation, 
approximately. If the sediments on Smyrna Bench and those to the west on 
the basalt ridge of the Saddle Mountains are correlative, and if they are 
Ringold units, then, as Campbell points out, there must have been about 
300 m (984 ft.) of uplift on the Saddle Mountains after the deposition of 
the Ringold Formation. The age of the postulated uplift is post-4 m.y. 
B.P. approximately. 

Due to the reconnaissance nature of our study, we have not been able 
to help resolve the problem of the origin and nature of the Ringold sedi
ments. Webster, however. has noted the presence of quartzite, granodio
rite and porphyry cobbles in the Ringold sediments at the wnite Bluffs 
and elsewhere. As Webster points out, these lithologies could only have 
been derived from along the Salmon and Clearwater drainages in Idaho. 
Additionally, outcrops of possible Ringold sediments (as the qua~ry in 
the SE 1/4 SW 1/4 sec. 11, T. 9 N., R. 32 E.; and E 1/4 NE 1/4 sec. 6, T. 
9 N., R. 33 E.) expose what appear to be lacustrine sediments, but 
exposures here are relatively thin and far and few between. Whether the 
Ringold Formation was deposited in a large long-standing 'iake formed in 
the Pasco Basin (Lake Lewis of Symons, 1882; Lake Ringold of Grolier and 
Bingham, 1978) or those of small, local, short-lived lakes and ponds 
witr.in an overall fluvial environment must await more detailed work. 

Thorp Gravel 

The Thor~ Gravel is a sedimentary deposit that appears to be approxi-
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mately time-equivalent with the upper part of the Ringold and Ellensburg 
Formations. As with the Ellensburg, the Thorp is restricted to the 
western Basin, occurring as high fluvial terraces in the Kittitas Valley. 
Porter (1976) described the gravel terraces as representing the outwash 
of the Thorp drift derived from Pleistocene Cascade Range glaciation in 
the upper Yakima River drainage basin. Porter (1976) recognized three 
drift sheets in the Kittitas Valley area, and defined the Thorp as the 
oldest. Based on paleomagnetic work on silts associated with the gravel 
near its type locality (the town of Thorp), Porter reported that the 
Thorp is older than the Brunhes-Matuyama magnetic reversal (700,000 years 
B.P.). Subsequent fission-track and K/Ar dating on enclosed tephra 
layers within the upoer half of the Tnorp has yielded an age spread of 
from 3.7 to 4.8 x 105 years B.P., placing the unit into the Pliocene 
(Waitt, 1979a). 

Waitt (1979a) questioned the outwash origin of the Tnorp as proposed 
by Porter (1976), especially in light of its revised age. He suggested 
that the Tnorp probably represents aggradation in the Kittitas Valley 
caused by either local tectonic activity, or by uplift of the anticlines 
to the south of the valley. 

As mentioned in the section on the Ellensburg Formation, most 
workers consider the Tnorp to be a separate unit, but at least one 
geologist has suggested it be included as a facies of the Ellensburg 
Formation (Bentley, 1977b). f.er:tley ( 1977a) further s...:ggests that the 
Eller:sburg formation be elevated to group status, with the Thorp and 
other sedimentary facies comprising formations within it. 

Previous mappers (Tabor and others, 1977; Waitt, 1979a) have differ
entiated the Thorp into a side.stream (pure basalt) and a mainstream 
(mixed lithology) facies based on area of occurrence and co~position. 
Tne present study has followed this procedure in field mapping, but has 
combined the two facies into a single unit for compilatior: 
purposes: 

Thorp Gravel, undifferentiated (Tt) - Moderately weathered, 
weakly cemented, well-rounded gravel and coarse sand cf fluvial 
origin, occurring in terraces and terraced alluvial far:s along 
the Yakima River and tributaries in the Kittitas Valley; composed of 
clasts of silicic to intermediate volcanic and granitic sediment 
from the Cascade Range, and Columbia River basalt from the Columbia 
Basin. 

As will be discussed in the section on Structual Geology (Ea.;3.t~-~~lah 
Fault ) there is a basalt-rich gravel resembling the T:-:orp, found~adja
cent to the narrow Yakima Canyon that cuts Manastash, Umtanum,and Yakima 
Ridge south of the Kittitas Valley. These gravels cap hills cf 427-488'"" 
(lU00-1600 feet) in elevation, or higher, and may be the re:::nants of a 
now extensively-dissected terrace. Exar;iples occur near ?c:::cna Heights 
(center sec. 16 and E 1/2 sec. 7. T. ll.J N., R. 19 E.) 2:id ·"·est. of Selah 
(center sec .. 34, T .. 14 N., R~ 18 E .. ) in additi.or. ~o cc:-:;:)r:.si.::g the ea~t 
block of the East Selah Fault (SW 1/LJ sec. 23, T. 14 :;., :L 19 E.). 
Similar gravels occur to the south, at generally slight!y lcwer eleva
tions along the southern slopes of the Rattlesnake Hills jorderir:g the 
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Yakima Valley. Examples from this area are north of Zillah (NE1/4 sec. 
28 and secs. 34-36, T. 12 N., R. 20 E.; and secs. 1 and 2, T. 11 N., R. 
20 E.). 

Bentley (1977a) mapped much of this basalt-rich gravel (that of the 
Yakima Canyon area) as the Ellensburg Formation, and/or the Thorp Gravel, 
extending it southward from the Kittitas Valley. These gravels (and the 
Cowiche and other basaltic gravels to the south and discussed in the next 
section of this report) may be correlative to the Thorp of the Kittitas 
Valley. However, due to the distances involved, the relative poor 
understanding of the amount, kind and age of uplift and deformation 
of the ridges bordering the Kittitas Valley to the south, and the non
existence of absolute ages of the basaltic gravels south of the-Kittitas 
Valley, geologists of this study believe correlation of these deposits 
with the Thorp Gravel is unwarranted. For these reasons, we have re
stricted the Thorp to the Kittitas Valley. If, in the future, the age 
(or provenance) of the basalt-rich gravels south of Kittitas Valley can 
be demonstrated to be equivalent to the Thorp, their correlation with the 
Thorp may be warranted. 

In the Kittitas Valley, the Thorp can be seen to be deformed in 
several localities: at Stone Canyon (SW 1/4 sec. 16, T. 17 N., R. 18 
E.), and Potato Hill (secs. 20 and 29, T. 17 N., R. 19 E.), for example. 

Stone Canyon contains folded basaltic gravels ( "'"N'-I a, 7J..,,.,,. 67 <f~/.le7; '' 77 "-) 

cropping out between exposures of Ellensburg Formation pumicites. All · 
units are similarly deformed. Because of stratigraphic relationships 
and the presence of basaltic breccia, Bentley (1977a) iA{«r~r~rs a 
down-to-the-north fault at this locality, part of his Manastash-Hansen 
Creek fault zone. 

At Potato Hill, south of Ellensburg, probable Thorp sediments occur 
north of, and overlying, Ellensburg sediments. Both units dip gently to 
the north into the Kittitas Valley. If the sediments of Potato Hill are 
Thorp, the latest uplift of Manastash Ridge, immediately to the south, 
clearly post dates deposition of the Thorp exposed here. (In addition, 
Bentley (1977a) adds that the upturned section of Ellensburg and Thorp 
exposed here is truncated along the top of Potato Hill by what he has 
termed the "Thrall pediment surface" which he believes to be equivalent 
to the early(?) Pleistocene outwash surface found elsewhere in the 
Kittitas Valley.) If this is the correct age for this surface, then 
deformation not only post-dated the deposition of the Thorp Gravel, but 
also pre-dated the formation of the Tnrall surface, or as Bentley (1977a) 
states, "much of the deformation on Manastash Ridge may be late .Pliocene 
or early Pleistocene." 

Gravel of Terrace Remnants 

In his mapping of the Ellensburg Formation, Smith (1903a) described 
(but did not give a type section) deposits of gravel occurring in a 
broad, southeasterly sloping terrace along Cowiche Creek near Cowiche, 
approximately 16 km (10 miles) northwest of Yakima. Referred to by Smith 
(1903a) as the Cowiche gravels, these fluvial gravels were believed by 
Smith to postdate the Tieton andesite found in the valley of Cowiche 
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Creek, and formed, he believed, when the Tieton andesite dammed the flow 
of the creek during Pleistocene time. 

During his investigation of ground water resources in the Ahtanum 
Valley, Foxworthy ( 1962) found a "cemented basalt-rich gravel" along the 
length of the valley. He was able to trace it northward to within 5.6 km 
(3.5 miles) of Smith's Cowiche gravel, _which occurs at ·a similar eleva
tion. Foxworthy believed these cemented gravels were probably correla
tive with the Cowiche gravels, but disagreed on the method of formation 
of the Cowiche. He stated it did not form, at least not wholly, by 
damming of Cowiche Creek by the Tieton andesite, because in well logs he 
believed he identified gravels identical with the Cowiche which were 
interbedded with and underlying the andesite. 

Bentley (1977b) equated the Cowiche with the Ellensburg, as ~e did 
the Thorp in the Kittitas Valley, stating that they were local strati
graphic names for the upper Ellensburg. 

In mapping conducted in this study, Campbell has mapped the Cowiche 
gravels and the cemented gravels of Foxworthy as high terrace deposits 
similar to sidestream Tnorp in the Kittitas Valley. He separated these 
from mainstream terrace deposits related to the Yakima and Naches(?) 
Rivers which contain mixtures of basalt, andesitic volcanics, and pluton
ic lithologies. For purposes of the smaller scale maps of this report, 
we have included all terrace gravels in the Yakima area as: 

Gravel of terrace remnants, undifferentiated (QTgt) - Basalt
rich gravel and coarse sand found as remnants of fluvial terraces 
and alluvial fans within the Yakima drainage basin. Cobble gravel 
generally well-rounded, slightly to moderately weathered, slightly 
cemented; usually massive but locally may exhibit bedding. Locally 
includes sand and silt lenses; outcrops usually brown in color. 
Outcrops vary from 100% basalt cobbles to 70-80% basalt with mix
tures of volcanic and plutonic lithologies. Deposited by ancestral 
streams of area. Includes the Cowiche gravel of Smith (1903a) and 
"cemented basalt gravel" of Foxworthy (1962). Age uncertain, but 
may in part be correlative with Tnorp Gravel, upper Ellensburg 
Formation, Ringold Formation, and gravels of the ancestral Columbia 
River. 

As the description states, these gravels are considered to be 
fluvial deposits of the ancestral Yakima River and tributaries. These 
gravels occur as remnants of the uppermost of three low-lying terraces 
along and between drainages in the Ahtanum, west Moxee, Cowiche a~d 
Naches valleys. Similar basalt-rich gravels also occur as elevated 
surfaces along the Yakima River in the Yakima Canyon north of Yakima. As 
discussed in the preceding section, the identity of these and the basal
tic gravels found along the southern flanks of the Rattlesnake Hills, is 
unknown. For convenience in map compilation, they have been included in 
the terrace remnant gravels (QTgt). 

Although Smith (1903a) did not describe the Cowiche gravels in any 
detail, we agree with Foxworthy's suggestion that the g~avels he mapped 
in the Ahtanum Valley south and west of Yakima are probably correlative 
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with the Cowiche gravels found along Cowiche Creek northwest of Yakima. 
In mode of occurrence, overall composition, and degree of roundness 
and weathering, the two units are similar. For these reasons, Smith's 
Cowiche and Foxworthy's cemented basalt gravels have been combined 
into the terrace remnant gravel unit (QTgt) of this report. 

Both Smith's and Foxworthy's gravels are known to vary slightly in 
composition between outcrops, however. The clasts in most exposures of 
both gravel units are composed purely of basalt, but there are some 
outcrops of appar~ntly the same unit in which the clasts are of mixed 
lithology. These·mixed-lithology gravel exposures characteristically 
contain 70-80% basalt clasts, with the remainder composed of andesites, 
tuffs, quartzites and granites. Following the procedure that has been 
adopted in mapping the Thorp gravels, it may be advisable to differen
tiate these gravels (and the QTgt) into a mainstream and sidestream 
facies based on composition. As with the Thorp, the sidestream facies o: 
these gravels would comprise the 100% basalt clast gravels; the main
stream facies would constitute the mixed lithology gravels. Again, as 
with the Thorp, the two facies would thus represent gravels derived from 
varying sources. In addition to containing a high percentage of locally
derived materials (basalt and reworked Ellensburg sediments), the main
stream facies would also contain a significant amount of externally 
derived materials (Cascade Range plutonic and volcanic sediments). The 
sidestream facies would be composed of almost all locally-derived basalt 
detritus, not having been diluted by the Cascade source material. 

If this interpretation is correct, the sidestream facies seems to be 
the predominate facies in the valleys around Yakima. Probable examples 
occur at the intersection of Summitview and Pioneer Roads, southeast of 
Cowiche (SW 1/4 SE 1/4 sec. 33, T. 14 N., R. 17 E.), at the driveway of a 
house on the north flank of Ahtanum Ridge (SW 1/4 sec. 10, T. 12 N., R. 
18 E.), and at an outcrop along West Nob Hill Boulevard in Yakima 0.2 km 
(0.1 miles) east of 64th Street (west edge sec. 28, T. 13 N .• R. 18 E.). 
The mixed lighology mainstream facies occurs along Pecks Canyon Road in 
Yakima (NW 1/4 sec. 16, T. 13 N., R. 18 E.); along·the north side of the 
west end of the Moxee Valley as in the walls of the Roza Irrigation Canal 
in Terrace Heights, east of Yakima (NE 1/4 sec. 22, T. 13 N., R. 19 E.), 
and at the Tieton Gun Club (NE 1/4 sec. 20, T. 14 N., R. 17 E.). fu~other 
exposure of mixed-lithology gravels occurs along the west side of Naches 
Heights Road, Yakima (south-center sec. 9, T.· 13 N., R. 18 E.). 

Although this approach to mapping helps to resolve several problems 
in interpreting the gravel deposits of these valleys, some problems 
remain. For example, some of the exposures of the mixed-lithology 
gravels appear to crop out at elevations too high to be terrace remnant 
(QTgt) gravels. An example of this is the exposure along the Roza 
Irrigation Canal in Terrace Heights mentioned above. At this elevation 
the Ellensburg Formation in the vicinity of Yakima occurs, where it 
occupies a fourth and higher terrace surface, approximately 61 m (200 
ft.) above river level. Whether these deposits represent the Cowiche
like terrace gravels, the Ellensburg Formation, or a mixture of the two, 
is unresolved. 

If these gravels are to be identified as Ellensburg, or as a local 
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equivalent of the Ellensburg as suggested by Bentley (1977b), then one 
has to divide the Ellensburg into a mainstream and sidestream facies (as 
indeed Bentley (1977b) has done). Similar to the situation with the 
Thorp, we believe all the basaltic Cowiche-like gravels in the valleys 
around Yakima should probably not be mapped as the Ellensburg Formation. 
Their marked difference in lithology (which indicates different source 
areas) compared to the bulk of what is known as the Ellensburg Formation, 
argues against including them in the Ellensburg. Although the gravels 
may be a separate facies of the Ellensburg as proposed by Bentley (1977b), 
it is still felt that the distinction between the two units is great 
enough to warrant differentiating them into a separate unit of possible 
formational rank. 

Although much of the basalt terrace gravels are undeformed, many 
outcrops can be found that show large amounts of deformation. These 
localities are found along Ahtanum Ridge and in the foothills of Cowiche 
Mountain. 

A belt of the basalt terrace gravels and the Ellensburg Formation 
runs along the north side of Ahtanum Ridge. It is highly tilted, folded, 
and probably faulted. An example of near vertical (and probably over
turned) basalt gravels and Ellensburg Formation sediments occurs along 
the driveway of the home mentioned above, in the SW 1/4 sec. 10, T. 12 
N., R. 18 E. Here there are alternating beds of the basaltic gravels and 
the pumicite facies of the Ellensburg Formation. 

Immediately to the east, in the west-center of section 10, another 
road cut exposes alternating basalt gravels and Ellensburg Formation 
sediments, some steeply dipping to the north on the south end of the cut, 
and others dipping at shallower angles to the south at the north end of 
the cut. Again, the basalt or Cowiche-like gravels have obviously been 
deformed along with the Ellensburg sediments during the uplift of Ahtanum 
Ridge. Down-to-the-north faulting also seems to be implied at this 
locality (see Structural Geology section). Two additional outcrops to 
the east in sections 11 and 12 again testify to the defmgnation of the 
basaltic gravels (along with the Ellensburg Formation). 

Another locality showing near vertical beds of basalt gravels (side
stream, pure-basalt facies) and upper Ellensburg pumicites and a lahar, 
is in a road cut along 72nd Avenue in Yakima (NH 1/4 sec. 20, T. 13 N., R. 
18 E.). Besides dipping steeply to the south, this outcrop suggests the 
beds are overturned (or the basaltic gravels are lying far below the 
Ellensburg here). 

These are some of the areas where it is apparent that the basaltic 
gravels of the valleys around Yakima have been deformed during tectonic 
activity of the western Columbia Basin. Since the age of these gravels 
has not been determined, the age of the deformation has not been deter
mined. It is suspected, however, that the basaltic gravels found here 
may be similar in age to the T.~orp gravel in the Kittitas Valley. If 
true, the deformation must have occurred subsequent to approximately four 
million years B.P. Also, the fact that the basaltic gravels are not 
deformed in the centers of the valleys (and to the west), helps to limit 
the age of deformation. The fact that they are not deformed in these 
places (where they are usually found either not in contact with the 
Ellensburg Formation or, they exhibit a cut-and-fill erosional contact 
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relationship with the underlying Ellensburg), but are deformed where they 
are found' interbedded or otherwise show a conformable relationship with 
the Ellensburg, implies that the undeformed basaltic gravels are younger 
than the deformed ones. 1his, of course, is true only if the Ellensburg 
sediments found in contact (either conformable, or unconformable) with 
the basaltic gravels, are everywhere the same age. At any rate, some of 
the gravels of this unit were deposited before deformation began, while 
others were deposited for some time after deformation occurred. Defor
mation of this part of the Columbia Basin, at least, apparently came to 
an end sometime d4ring deposition of this gravel unit (QTgt). It is 
hoped that an ash or some other dateable material will be located within 
these gravels so that their age, and hence the age of deformation in this 
area will be more precisely known. 

Tieton Andesite 

1he Tieton andesite consists of several flows of a Pleistocene age 
hypersthene-augite andesite that were erupted from vents west of the 
study area in the southern Cascade Range of Washington (Swanson, 1978). 
One flow of the Tieton andesite extends down the Tieton River and into 
the valleys occupied by Cowiche Creek and the Naches River, forming a 
distinctive intracanyon flow, which halted a few kilometers (miles) west 
of Yakima. 1he Tieton andesite has been dated as 1.0 ~ 0.1 million 
years old (Swanson, 1978). 

Restricted to the southwest quadrant, this unit is represented by 
the symbol Qt on the maps: 

Tieton andesite (Qt) - Single '(within the study area) intra
canyon flow of hypersthene-augite andesite; Pleistocene in age, 
surface fresh in appearance and little modified by erosion. 

Palouse Formation and Other Loess Deposits 

Russell (1897, 1901) thought the loess he described was derived from 
weathering and decomposition of the underlying Columbia River Basalt in 
the eastern Basin. Calkins (1903, 1905) recognized that there was a lack 
of transition between the "soils of the wheat lands of Washington" and 
the basalt. He, along with Salisbury (1901), Bryan (1927), and Culver 
(1937b), considered the "Palouse" to be an ~olian deposit. 

Treasher (1925) proposed the term "Palouse Formation", after the 
town of Palouse in eastern Washington. 1he USGS later adopted it as a 
formation (Kercher and others, 1966), but no type locality has been 
designated. 

Foxworthy and Washburn (1963) identified a number of overlapping 
soil zones within the formation. Believing that periods of loess 
accumulation coincided with glacial episodes, and subsequent soil 
development coincided with nonglacial episodes, Fryxell (Richmond and 
others, 1965a) demonstrated the existence of several loess units in the 
basin. He delineated four distinct loess stratigraphic units (Fryxell 
and Cook, 1964; Richmond and others, 1965a). 1he oldest two units are 
recognizable by well-<leveloped, indurated, siliceous caliche (petrocalcic) 
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horizons developed in their upper surfaces. 1hese horizons include zones 
designated "K" and "8" soil horizons (Gile and others, 1966). Fryxell 
suggested that both of these loesses be correlated with a pre-Bull Lake 
glacial event.~/ Stratigraphically overlying both of these older 
exposed loesses is the loess of the Palouse Formation, correlated with 
Bull Lake time (Richmond and others, 1965a). 

1he Palouse Formation, reaches a thickness of up to 75 m (250 ft.) 
(Ringe, 1970) is tan to brown in color, fine-grained (generally less than 
0.05mm (0.002 in.), Treasher, 1925) and mantles most of the eastern 
Basin. It may cover more than half of the entire Columbia Basin. 1he 
paleosols separating the various loess stratigraphic units have a mature 
profile with well-developed textural B horizons, along with an underlying 
calcerous Cea horizon. However, this calcic zone is not as well-cemented 
as those on the pre-Palouse loess and thus is not a K horizon. 

Newcomb (1961), in work centered around Walla Walla, Washington, 
interpreted the Palouse to be middle to late Pleistocene in age. He also 
believed that most of the formation accumulated during or soon after the 
deposition of the Ringold to the west, and before the Wisconsinan glacial 
event. Merrian and Buwalda (1917), Newcomb (1958), ar~Brown and HcConiga 
(1960), considered most of the Palouse to be derived from the Ringold 
Formation. Fryxell and Cook (1964) stated that: (1) the age of the 
Palouse spans a time from Recent to middle Pleistocene or older, and (2) 
the Palouse was derived from volcanic, glaciofluvial, and glaciolacustrine 
sediments. 

1here is also a lighter colored "post-Palouse" loess that has been 
interpreted to be correlative with the Pinedale Glaciation by Richmond 
and others (1965a). 1his loess unit has a much less weakly developed 
textural B horizon, lacking the Cea and K horizons of the older soils, 
and is separated from the Palouse Formation by an unconformity. In 
addition to the Ringold, the Touchet beds and alluvium from local drain
ages may have contributed sediments to the Pinedale loess. Loess accu
mulation has probably taken place, more or less continuously, to the 
present since formation of the Pinedale loess. 

1he various loesses with their intervening soils are readily visible 
in cross-sections through some of the Palouse Hills; for example, on the 
south side of old U.S. Highway 195, approximately 1.6 km (1 mi.) west of 
Pullman, Washington. 1he hill shows the loess units and paleosols 
overlapping each other in an easterly progression, thus demonstrating the 
prevailing southwesterly winds. 1he high degree of alignment of the 
loessial hills, in a northeasterly direction, and a uniformly decreasing 
grain size to the northeast also demonstrate deposition of the loess and 

4/ Until recently, the Bull Lake Glaciation of the Rocky Mountains has 
been corre~ated to the early Wisconsinan of the midcontinent, and the 
Pinedale Glaciation has been correlated to the late Wisconsinah (Rich
mond and others, 1965a; Richmond, 1965). However, recent work done near 
West Yellowstone, Montana, by Pierce, Obradovich, and Friedman (1976), 
suggests that the Bull Lake advances are pre-Wisconsinan, correlative 
with the late Illinoian of the midcontinent. Tney also suggest that 
the Pinedale Glaciation correlates to much of the Wisconsinian. 
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the formation of the hills by southwesterly winds (Fryxell and Cook, 
1964) over an extended period of time. 

In terms of absolute time, using the glacial chronology of Pierce 
and others (1976), the Palouse, correlated with the Bull Lake Glaciation 
of the Rocky Mountains (Richmond and others, 1965a) would correspond to 
the late Illinoian Stage, or about 125,000 to 175,000 years ago. The 
pre-Bull Lake loess would be substantially older, perhaps correlative 
with the pre-Salmon Springs Drift of the Puget Lowlands (Crandell, 1965; 
Richmond and others, 1965a), and would be several hundreds of thousands 
of years old (Armstrong and others, 1965). Post-Bull lake or Pinedale 
time is thought to be time equivalent to the late Wisconsinan Fraser 
Glaciation of the Puget lowlands (Crandell, 1965; Richmond and others, 
1965a). In years, this would date the post-Palouse loess from at least 
10,000 to 11,000 years ago or more (Armstrong and others, 1965; Pierce 
and others, 1976). 

All loess stratigraphic units have been mapped as a single deposit: 

Loess (Ql) - Palouse Formation and all older and younger loess 
deposits of eolian silt and fine sand overlying the Columbia River 
Basalt and older sediments. Pale orange, to tan, to browTI in color; 
locally contains multiple petrocalcic horizons and tephra beds. 
Deposits up to 75 m (250 ft.) in thickness; generally not mapped 
where less than approximately 2 meters (6.6 ft.) thick. 

Lucy L. Foley is presently involved in a study to determine field 
criteria for recognizing and correlating paleosols in the loess deposits 
around Washtucna, Washington. This research is part of her graduate 
studies at Western Washington Uni~ersity in Bellingham, Washington. 

Glacial Deposits 

It is generally believed (see Richmond and others, 1965a) that the 
Cordilleran Ice Sheet formed as a result of the coalescence of Rocky 
Mountain and Cascade Range piedmont glaciers in Canada. The Cordilleran 
glacier flowed southward, ~erged with locally formed glaciers, and 
reached northern Washington, Idaho, and Montana through a series of up to 
ten lobes that extended father south dew~ ~ajor north- to south-oriented 
valleys through the Okanogan Highlands (figure 6). 

Bretz (1924), who was one of the earliest workers to observe the 
glacial deposits in some detail, described an earlier "Spokane Glacia
tion" and a later Wisconsinan Glaciation. Later, Flint ( 1935, 1936, 
1937) decided the deposits represented only one glacial period, the 
Wisconsinan. Three glacial events were recognized in Idaho and Montana, 
reaching back to the early pre-',./isconsinan (Alden, 1953). :1ichmond and 
others (1965a) also recognized three glaciations: a pre-Bull Lake event, 
an early and late stade of the Bull Lake Glaciation, and early, middle, 
and late stade of the Pinedale event, all correlated to glacial events 
recorded in the Rocky Mountains. Richmond and others (1965a) and Easter 
brook (1976) suggested correlations with glaciations in the Puget Lowland. 

On the east side of the Cascade Range, the Ccrdilleran Ice Sheet was 
also represented by alpine glaciers. One of the deposits previously 
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Figure 6. Glacial Geology and Catastrophic Flood Index Map. 
Figure adapted from Richmond and others, 1965a; Baker, 1973. 
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postulated as representing one of these:}~~~ X~}}ey glaciers is the 
Thorp Gravel, described by Porter (1976~, wfi1c~ has a fission track date 
of at least 3.7 x 106 years (Waitt, 1979a). The Thorp is overlain by 
three, possibly younger, glacial drift units: Lookout Mountain Ranch 
drift; Kittitas drift; and the Lakedale drift, correlated with the Fraser 
Glaciation west of the Cascade Range, dated at 25,000 to 10,000 years 
B.P. (Armstrong and others, 1965; Crandell, 1965). 

In the Okanogan Highlands and northern Columbia Basin of Washington, 
and in the Rocky Mountains of northern Idaho and western Montana, from 
one to three glaciations have been recognized (pre-Bull Lake, Bull Lake, 
and Pinedale). Within the study area, only the Bull Lake and Pinedale 
are represented (Bretz, 1924; Flint, 1935, 1936, 1937: Richmond and 
others, 1965a; Weiss, 1968; Griggs, 1966, 1973; Connors, 1976). -The 
loess stratigraphy developed by Fryxell (Richmond and others, 1965a, 
1965b) suggests a possible pre-Bull Lake glaciation. 

The only area within the Basin known to contain undisputed ice
contact glacial deposits, as opposed to outwash, is the Waterville 
Plateau where the Withrow terminal moraine of the Okanogan lobe was built 
on the surface 50 km (31 mi.) south of the Columbia River. North of the 
moraine are other distinctly glacial features, such as ground moraines, 
eskers, and large basalt erratics, known as 11 haystack rocks" locally. 

Flint and Irwin (1939) described two tills separated by probable 
outwash gravels on the rim of the Columbia River near Grand Coulee.' 
Richmond and others (1965a, 1965b) considered the tills to be Pinedale in 
age. Moody (in preparation) has discovered additional exposures of till 
downriver from Grand Coulee that may be correlative with the till along 
the Columbia River at Bridgeport (Corps of Engineers, 1954). 

Some early investigators believed that glaciers in the form of·the 
"Spangle lobe" overrode the Spokane-Spangle-Cheney-Medical lake area of 
the northeastern Basin (Leverett, 1917, 1922,; Large, 1922; Pardee, 1922; 
Bretz, 1923a, 1923b; Freeman, 1926; Bryan, 1927; Flint, 1937), but 
subsequent work has shown that much of the postulated till, glacio
fluvial, and glaciolacustrine deposits of these areas are catastrophic 
flood deposits, pre-glacial diamictite, or Latah Formation (Becraft and 
Weiss, 1963; Weiss and Richmond, 1965; Conners, 1976). However, Griggs 
(1966) still favored a Spangle lobe and a glacial origin for some of 
these deposits. 

The only remaining evidence indicating the presence of glacial ice 
in the vicinity of the northeastern Columbia Basin is the possible kames 
and kame deltas of Weiss (1968). These occur east of Spokane in the 
Spokane-Rathdrum Valley. These deposits suggest that a (Bull Lake) lobe, 
the Lake Pend Oreille lobe, reached Spokane from northern Idaho (Weiss 
and Richmond, 1965). However, these deposits have not conclusively been 
demonstrated to be glacial in origin; they have been mapped as catastrophic 
flood deposits in the present study. 

All glacial deposits of continental and alpine glaciations have been 
combined into one unit for the maps: 

Pleistocene glacial deposits (Qgd) - Glacial deposits, undif
ferentiated. Includes till, moraines and outwash deposits of clay, 
silt, sand and poorly sorted gravel; restricted to the northern and 
western edge of Columbia Basin along Spokane and Columbia Rivers and 
on the Waterville Plateau; also includes alpine sequences in the 
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upper valleys of the Yakima and Wenatchee Rivers, and along Lake 
Chelan. Undifferentiated as to age. 

A concise history and thorough discussion of glaciations in the 
region based upon this .study is not possible at this time. More work 
needs to be done in areas to the north and northwest of the study area. 

Catastrophic Flood Deposits 

In 1838, the Reverend Samuel Parker visited the Grande Coulee and 
believed it to be a former channel of the Columbia River. In 1882, 
Lieutenant Thornas·Symons also passed through the Grand Coulee and thought 
that the Columbia River had been diverted through it at various times 
during the glacial stages of the Pleistocene. Other workers generally 
concurred (Willis, 1887; Russell, 1893; Dawson, 1898; Calkins, 1905; 
Oestreich, 1915; Meinzer, 1918; Leighton, 1919). However, no one made 
the correct connection between Grand Coulee and the extensive network of 
anastoimosing coulees, dry falls, plunge pools, giant gravel bars, and 
scoured divide crossings scattered over the remainder of the Basin. J 
Harlen Bretz (1923), while visiting the area from the University of 
Chicago, soon realized that the great erosional forms were genetically 
related and probably were caused by flowing water (in a predominantly 
subfluvial environment). The vast amounts of water required were more 
than could have come from a diversion of the Columbia River (Bretz, 
1923a, 1923b, 1924) • 

In 1925, Bretz decided that the great amount of water must have 
resulted from an extensive, brief flood (the "Spokane Flood") which had 
swept south-westward across the Columbia Basin and down the Columbia. In 
its wak~ a series of streamlined, prow-pointed loessial hills, or islands, 
was left in a sea of sharp-walled anastornosing channels cutting into the 
underlying basalt. He also noted deposits of large amounts of basaltic 
gravel within the channels. Bretz (1923b) gave the name "channeled 
scablands" to this peculiar topography in the eastern part of the Basin. 

In 1927, Bretz stated, "I have put forth the flood hypothesis only 
after much hesitation and only when accumulating data seemed to offer no 
alternative." Others (Alden and others, 1927; Meinzer, 1927; McKnight, 
1927) still felt that repeated floodings of a glacially swollen Columbia 
River could account for all of the scabland features, or by similar, more 
gradual, more acceptable hypotheses (Gilluly, 1927; Allison, 1933; Hodge, 
1934; Flint, 1938; Hobbs, 1947). 

In 1930, Bretz announced that he had finally found a source for this 
immense flooding: the failure of a glacial dam in western Montana which 
had held up to 2,100 km3 (500 cu. mi.) of water in Glacial Lake Missoula. 
In 1942, Pardee presented conclusive evidence in the form of gigantic 
gravel bars and giant current ripple marks that the lake had emptied 
suddenly by the failure of an ice dam on the Clark fork River, near the 
Idaho-Montana state line. However, it was not until later (Bretz and 
others, 1956) that his flood theory was generally accepted.2/ In 1969, 

21 for a more detailed account of the history of this great debate 
involving catastrophic versus uniformatarianism principles in geology, 
the reader is referred to the excellent review presented by Baker and 
Nummedal ( 1978) , and by Baker ( 1979) . 
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Bretz suggested that as many as eight floods were necessary to adequately 
explain all the scabland features. Host recent workers agree that there 
was more than one flood, but the exact number and timing is not known. 

The general account of the (Spokane) flood by Bretz was as follows: 
Upon the failure of the ice blockage of Glacial Lake Missoula (figure 6), 
the catastrophic emptying of the lake produced floodwaters that swept 
west along the Clark Fork River and across the Panhandle of Idaho. The 
floods entered Washington along the Spokane River, passed through the 
present site of Spokane, overtopping the rim of the Columbia Basin south 
and west of Spokane. They then continued west and south across the 
southwest-sloping· surface of the Basin, spilled across preglacial stream 
divides, and scoured out great erosional tracts in the basalt and over
lying loess. In many places the debris was redeposited in great stream
lined, air-foil-shaped "bars" and extensive "fans". In brief, the 
floodwaters extensively modified the existing drainage system of the 
Basin, and resculptured the land. 

Most of the floodwaters that flowed southerly through t,.,·hat was to 
becoce the Cheney-Palouse scabland tract, eventually found their way to 
the Palouse Ri ·,er, which prior to the floods, flowed southwest through 
Washtucna Coulee. However, the huge volumes of water could not be 
accomodated by the normal Palouse River, so they continued directly south 
and overtopped the Palouse-Snake River preflood divide, entering the 
Snake River. Most, if not all of Palouse Falls was probably created at 
this time by headward recession of a cataract caused by the flood in the 
north wall of the Snake River canyon. Upon entering the Snake River, the 
floodwaters bifurcated. Part of the waters flowed west along the Snake 
River to join the Columbia River at the south end of the Pasco Basin near 
Pasco, and part flowed east up the Snake River, leaving deposits in the 
form of gravel bars and "slackwater" sediments exhibiting upstream dips 
to as far as Lewiston, Idaho (Bretz, 1969). 

Tne floodwaters that took a more westerly course at the southwest 
end of the Cheney-Palouse Scabland Tract entered the east-west flowing 
Crab Creek valley, among others, and were conveyed westerly to the Quincy 
Basin. Other floodwaters entered Crab Creek and Quincy Basin through the 
Telford-Crab Creek Scabland Tract north of Crab Creek. 

As the floodwaters poured into the Quincy Basin, they became tempo
rarily ponded until the water level rose sufficiently to spill over three 
saddles in Babcock Ridge, which formed a high rim along the west end of 
the Quincy Basin. As the floodwater rose over the saddles to enter 
the Columbia River, three recessional cataracts were created in the 
ridge. Some of the water flowed around the east end of Frenchmen.Hills 
(blocking the Quincy Basin on the south) through the Drumheller Channels, 
and into lower Crab Creek to flow west between the Frenchmen Hills and 
Saddle Mountains to join the Columbia at Sentinel Gap. Additional waters 
overflowed farther southward past the eastern end of Saddle Mountain 
through the Othello Channels into the Pasco Basin and the Columbia 
River. 

The remaining floodwaters flowed west along the .S;:;ckar.e Siver to the 
Columbia River, then down the upper and lower Grand Coulee alcng the 
ice-margin of the Okanogan lobe that lay across the Colu::;bia :1ear the 
present site of Grand Coulee Dam. 
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Bretz and other workers realized that Moses Coulee, parallel west of 
the lower coulee of Grand Coulee, was created in part, at least, by 
floodwaters. TI1is is shown by the presence of flood gravel bars within 
the coulee. 

After their emergence from the lower coulee of Grand Coulee, the 
floodwaters entered the Quincy Basin from the north where their velocity 
was reduced, resulting in the deposition of the Ephrata fan. Found also 
in the Quincy Basin are boulders, believed to have been ice-rafted in 
icebergs in the floods. TI1e boulders occur along the north slope of 
Frenchman Hills, ~p to 414 m (1,358 ft.) in elevation, 60 m (197 feet) 
above the floor of Quincy Basin (Bretz and others, 1956). 

From the Quincy Basin where floodwaters found their way by many 
routes, the waters rejoined the Columbia either via the saddles in 
Babcock Ridge or eastward through Othello or Drumheller Channels to enter 
the Pasco Basin. 

Nearly all floodwaters eventually found their way to the Pasco 
Basin, converging upon the low point of the Columbia Basin. As in the 
Quincy Basin, the waters soon became backed-up, hydraulically dammed 
behind the 350 m (1,150 ft.) deep, 1.6 km (1 mi.) wide constriction of 
the Columbia at Wallula Gap in the Horse Heaven Hills. TI1e hydraulic 
ponding of the floodwaters in Pasco Basin and adjacent Yakima and Walla 
Walla Valleys slackened their flow once again, resulting in the deposi
tion of much flood sediment, especially the finer-grained "slackwater" 
sediments, and the grounding of many boulder-containing, flood-rafted 
icebergs along the eastern slopes of Rattlesnake Hills. 

Upon funneling through and over Wallula Gap, the flood continued to 
race down the Columbia, locally overflowing its canyon, eroding additional 
scabland, and redepositing the material elsewhere in the form of bars of 
gravel. Farther downstream, the floodwaters built the predominantly 
basaltic gravel "Portland Delta," on which much of present-day Portland, 
Oregon, and Vancouver, Washington are built (Bretz, 1925, 1928b; Allison, 
1978). TI1e Pacific Ocean was the final resting place of the Spokane and 
other catastrophic floods (figure 6). 

Background and Previous Work 
In the western Quincy Basin, Neff (In Bretz and others, 1956), 

described two periods of older flooding. In the sanitary landfill at 
George, Washington, a foreset-bedded flood gravel is exposed, capped by 
60 cm (23 in.) of horizontally laminated caliche. TI1e uppermost 30 to 60 
cm (11.7 to 23 in.) of gravel is carbonate cemented, and the gravel shows 
various stages of weathering. Richmond and others (1965a) believed 
it to be a pre-Bull Lake age gravel. 

Another exposure of flood gravel is a few kilometers east of George 
at Winchester Wasteway. Here, a younger flood deposit overlies the 
caliche zone exposed at George. Neff thought the younger flood deposit 
to be Bull Lake in age. Still farther east, flood deposits thought to be 
from the last major (Pinedale) flood overlie the older flood deposits 
exposed to the west. TI1e gravels at George and Winchester Wasteway evi
dently were deposited by southeasterly flowing currents as indicated by 
Mackin (1961). In other words, the sediments were deposited by a flood 
that came down the Columbia and flowed up gradient and east into the 
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Quincy Basin through three saddles that existed in Babcock Ridge. 
This was exactly opposite to the direction taken by la_ter floodwaters 
through the Quincy Basin. 

Another "older" flood deposit is known from Old Haid Coulee, south 
of Connell, Washington (Bretz and others, 1956). Baker and Patton (1978) 
have correlated this foreset-bedded gravel, overlain by calcic loess and 
60 cm (23 in.) of petrocalcic K horizon, to a flood deposit they recently 
discovered to the northeast at Harengo, Washington. 

From recent investigations Baker and Patton (1978) have found 
evidence suggestiye of earlier flooding in the Cheney-Palouse Scabland 
Tract. A railroad cut west of Marengo exposes two probable flood gravels 
separated by three loess units. The lower gravel is overlain by a thick 
loess capped by a petrocalcic K soil horizon 60 cm (23 in.) in th_ickness. 
Above this are two lighter colored loess layers, each overlain by calcic 
paleosols. Cn top of the younger loesses is the second gravel unit, 1 m 
(3.3 ft.) in thickness, in turn overlain by Pinedale loess. In addition, 
Baker and Patton (1978) have found an older appearing gravel exposed at 
nearby Revere and McCall, Washington, which they believe is equivalent to 
the lower Marengo gravel which in turn corresponds to the flood gravel of 
Old Maid Coulee to the southwest, but it is not known whether- the gravels 
at George are correlative with the lower Marengo gravels. Based on the 
loess and paleosol stratigraphy developed by Fryxell, Baker and Patton 
(1978) have assigned a pre-Bull Lake age to these lower gravels. Tney 
correlate the upper gravel in the Harengo cut to the last major scabland 
flood, as it overlies two of the Palouse Formation loesses and buries 
paleosols. 

Tallman and others (1978) noted several older flood gravels in the 
Pasco Basin; caliche samples were taken from three areas of Badger 
Coulee and dated by T. Ku of the University of Southern California, using 
the U/Tn process. These yielded a range of dates from 200,000 +250,000/ 
-70,000 to 222,000 +380,000/-70,000 years B.P., supporting the interpre
tation of at least one Bull Lake (pre-Wisconsinan) flood found outside 
the Pasco Ba.sin. 

In summary, evidence has been discussed of probably one or two 
pre-Bull Lake Glaciation floods, and one Bull Lake Glaciation flood, in 
addition to the last or Pinedale Glaciation floods(s) that are discussed 
next. 

In the floor of Moses Coulee is an extensive bar of flood gravel, 
upon which the Withrow Moraine is draped. From glacial correlations with 
the Puget lobe, and from the assumption that the Okanogan lobe was in 
synchroneity with the Puget lobe, it i.s generally thought that the 
Withrow Moraine was built during the major advance of the Vashon Stade of 
the Frazer Glaciation in northwest Washington. Tnerefore, it should be 
about 14,000 to 15,000 years old (Fryxell, 1962; Waitt, 1972a, 1972b; 
Easterbrook, 1976). This, then, dates the underlying flood deposits of 
Moses Coulee at pre-14,000 to 15,000 years B.P. If the Puget and Pend 
Oreille lobes were in phase, it is believed that these flood deposits 
cannot be older than about 19,000 years B.P. because Glacial Lake Mis
soula could not have ex::sted before the Puget lobe (and supposedly the 
Pend Oreille lobe) of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet advanced for the first 
time during the Fraser (Pinedale) Glaciation. This flood probably also 
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affected the Telford-Crab Creek Scabland Tract, the Grand Coulee, and the 
Cheney-Palouse Scabland Tract. It is possible that this flood flowed 
through McCartney Creek and the Mansfield channels as ~oted by Hanson 
(1970), from the Okanogan lobe blockage of the Columbia River at the head 
of Grand Coulee, thence into and down Hoses Coulee to rejoin the Columbia 
south of Wenatchee. This could have happened only if the cataract of the 
Upper Grand Coulee had not yet breached the wall of the Columbia by 
headward recession. As pointed out by Bretz (1932, 1969), once the 
cataract had receded to the Columbia, it would have carried virtually all 
floodwaters reaching its head so that there could not be any floods 
across the Basin to the east afterward, as the notch in the Columbia 
Valley wall marking the head of the Grand Coulee is approximately 348 m 
(1,000 ft.) lower than all other scabland channel heads to the east. 
Subsequent blockage of the Coulee's head by the Okanogan lobe would, of 
course, again have permitted the Cheney-Palouse and Telford-Crab Creek 
scabland tracts to be operative. Once the Grand Coulee cataract had cut 
through to the Columbia, it also would have funneled off floodwaters that 
had previously gone father west down Moses Coulee, except when glacial 
advances dammed the cataract head(which_would also darn the entrance to Moses Coulee) 

As noted by Baker and Nummedal (1978), it is possible that soon 
after this flood had swept across eastern Washington, the Okanogan lobe 
advanced (farther) onto the Waterville Plateau, forming the Withrow 
Moraine across the plateau and Moses Coulee. Coincident upon its retreat 
a short time later another flood may have occurred which apparently 
carried the cataract recession of the upper Drand Coulee, begun earlier, 
through its completion to the Columbia. This event would have turned off 
the flow to Moses Coulee, preserving the flood and glacial relationships 
exposed there. This flood, the "Spokane flood," is believed to be the 
last major catastrophic flood to have swept the Basin. It has been dated 
at approximately 13,000 years B.P. on the basis of enclosed tephra layers 
from an eruption of Mount St. Helens volcano (Mullineaux and others, 1975, 
1977; Foley, 1976; Hamatt, 1976; Moody, 1977, 1978; Smith and others, 
19 77) . . 

Two Fraser (Pinedale} age floods therefore, are currently known: 
one that preceded the maximum stand of the Vashon Okanogan lobe (pre-
14,000 to 15,000 years B.P.), and one that occurred just after the 
initiation of the retreat of this lobe (after 14,000 years B.P.). The 
total number of floods, based on the foregoing evidence and reasoning, 
is four or five. 

The traditional view by Bretz (1932, 1969) and other workers (as 
Baker, 1973) held that the Columbia remained blocked during the last 
Pinedale (Spokane) flood by the Okanogan lobe near the head of Grand 
Coulee. Waitt (1972a, 1972b; 1977a, 1977b) has found evidence that 
supports the idea that the last major flood postdates the maximum stand 
of the ice lobe. In the Entiat-Vantage segment of the Columbia Valley, 
he has found exposures of basal flood deposits dipping up tributary 
valleys to the east and away from the Columbia, in turn overlain by 
down-valley, toward-Columbia-dipping flood deposits, with no zone of 
weathering separating the two (as at Lynch Coulee). This, he suggests, 
means that both units are probably contemporaneous, and that floodwaters 
of the Spokane flood first came down the Columbia, surged up-Coulee from 
the Columbia, to be immediately followed by another surge of floodwaters 
(from the same flood) flowing down-coulee to the Columbia from the east, 
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across the Basin. 
At the mouth of Hoses Coulee, Waitt (1977b) finds that the bar, 

built by the earlier Hoses Coulee flood, which built across, up, and down 
the Columbia from Hoses Coulee, is covered by giant current ripples 
facing down the Columbia. He attributes the modification of the original 
bar to a Spokane-age flood down the Columbia. Similarly, at nearby Rock 
Island Dam on the Columbia, about 8 km (5 mi.) above the mouth of Moses 
Coulee, he has found an up-valley-<lipping basaltic gravel he attributes 
to the Hoses Coulee flood, overlain by gravels of diverse lithology 
containing giant current ripples. Again, he suggests the upper gravel to 
be the result of a dow~-valley Spokane flood. 

At Wenatchee, as well as farther up the Columbia River north of 
Wenatchee, Waitt (1977b) describes large (to 15 x 10 x 7 m (49 x 33 x 23 
ft.)) transported boulders of Swakane Biotite Gneiss, and of a hornblende 
quartz diorite, which outcrops along the Columbia from 8 to 16 and 
27 km (5 to 10, and 17 mi.) north of Wenatchee, respectively. At Wenat
chee, these are found up to 50 m (164 ft.) above the present river level. 
Since the nearest glaciers terminated up-valley of the up-valley limit of 
the outcrop extent of the Swakane Biotite Gneiss, he believes that these 
boulders must have been deposited by a flood down the Columbia River. 

Also near Wenatchee, Waitt (1977b) has found conspicuous boulders of 
a light-colored granite occurring up to 305 m (1,000 ft.) above the 
Columbia. He reasons that if the Okanogan lobe had caused a late flood 
of its own down the Columbia, as has been speculated (Waters, 1933), then 
the nonbasaltic lithologies present in the drift of the lobe on the 
Waterville Plateau should have been ice-rafted down the Columbia to 
Wenatchee if the Okanogan lobe initiated this flood. However, these 
lithologies are absent in these areas. 1he light-colored granite boul
ders that do occur around Wenatchee are not contained in the drift found 
on the Waterville Plateau, but are found west of Spokane at the scablands 
and in drift and bedrock surrounding Lake Pend Oreille in northern 
Idaho. 

Waitt (1977b) cites this and additional evidence as proof of a late 
flood originating from Glacial Lake Missoula and flowing down the Columbia 
through the Entiat-Vantage segment. For this to have occurred, the 
Columbia would have to have been free of the Okanogan lobe to allow 
floodwaters to flow through this segment of the Columbia. Tnis would 
have occurred only after approximately 14,000 or 15,000 B.P., so this 
flood is most probably the Spokane flood. 

Waitt (1977b) also presents evidence for a smaller, post-Spokane 
flood in the Columbia Valley. He suggests that this flood, thought to 
have formed by the breaching of a bar built across the Columbia River by 
the Spokane flood, resulted in the formation of some low-lying bars found 
along the Columbia, as at West Bar, across the Columbia from Crescent 
Bar, and between Rock Island Dam and Wenatchee. 

Finally, one more flood must be added to the above list: the Snake 
River Lake Bonneville flood (Malde, 1968). Caused by the rapid emptying 
cf an extensive Pleistocene lake (Lake Bonneville) centered upon the 
present position of Great Salt Lake in northern Utah, the resultant 
floodwaters flowed north across the Snake River plain of southern Idaho, 
and entered the Snake River at the present site of ?ocatello, Idaho. 
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From there, the flood swept down the Snake River, into southeastern 
Washington. In Washington, the floodwaters apparently were confined by 
the walls of the Snake River (as determined by Webster, present study), 
as the remainder of the Basin beyond the river does not seem to have been 
affected by the flood. Malde (1968) mapped the course of the Bonneville 
flood in Idaho, and dated it at 30,000 years B.P. 

Adding up all the evidence known before the present investigation 
was initiated, a total of at least five, and perhaps as many as seven, or 
more floods may have occurred. 

Most recently, Waitt (1979b, 1979c) has postulated as many as forty 
late Wisconsinan catastrophic floodings of the Basin from Glacial Lake 
Missoula. From study of the Touchet beds of the Walla Wall~and l-0wer 
Yakima Valleys, he suggests that each of the approximately 40 rhythmites 
represents the deposits of a separate flood-derived back flooding in 
these valleys. 1hus, he concludes there were forty floods. 1his 
interpretation is substantiated he states, by a similar number of graded 
varves in Montana of Glacial Cake Missoula (Chambers, 1971). 

As alluded to above, the flood deposits also consist of the much 
finer-grained Touchet or slackwater facies in addition to the coarser, 
main-channel gravel deposits. Named from'their type locality near 
Touchet, Washington by Flint (1938); the commonly rhythmically bedded 
sediments are as much as 100 m (328 ft.) thick in the centers of valleys, 
thinning as the edge of the valley or basin is approached. As described 
above, Waitt (1979b, 1979c) believes that each of the up to 40 or more 
silt and sand rhythmites comprising the Touchet represents a separate 
flood. Most workers, however, believe the Touchet and slackwater sedi
ments to have been deposited by a far fewer number of floods, perhaps 
only one, the last major scabland flood (Bretz, 1929, Bretz and others, 
1956; Baker, 1973; Baker and Nummedal, 1978; Moody, 1978). In this view, 
each bed is thought to represent a separate pulsation or surge of the 
floodwaters into and out of valleys and basins that were tributary to the 
main high energy flood channels during the waning stages of the floods. 

Whether the slackwater sediments were deposited subaerially or in a 
large, long-lived lake (the "Lake Lewis" of Symons, 1882; Flint, 1938; 
Newcomb and others, 1972; Baker and Nummedal, 1978; Grolier and Bingham, 
1978) as a form of turbidity current, remains speculation. Bretz (1969) 
did not consider Lake Lewis, postulated to have formed by a glacial or 
landslide dam across the Columbia gorge in the Cascade Range, necessary 
for the formation of the sediments. He felt his concept of hydraulic 
ponding of the floods behind Wallula Gap provided for the formation of 
the finer flood sediments. Some workers find evidence for a separate 
slackwater facles, representing a true lacustrine environment in the 
Snake River Valley area, separate from the flood-deposited sl~ck:water 
deposits (Foley, 1976; Hammatt, 1976; Webster and others, 1976). If 
true, this evidence would lend support for Lake Lewis (in this area). 

1hat the Touchet beds and slackwater sediments are flood-derived, at 
least in part, is demonstrated by the fact that main-channel coarse flood 
deposits can be traced up tributary valleys into finer-grained, rhyth
mically bedded side-channel deposits - the slackwater sediments (Baker, 
1973; Baker and Nummedal, 1978). 

Moody (1978) lent support to the idea that the Touchet beds repre-
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sent flood deposits. She found that the distinctive "triple-banded" 
tephra units found north of Sentinel Gap occur behind constrictions on 
the Columbia, or upstream on tributaries to the main flood channels in 
thin-bedded elastic sediments (slackwater sediments). South of the Gap, 
a double-banded ash is found in locations and sediments similar to those 
in which the triple-banded ash occurs north of Sentinel Gap. Both the 
ash triplet and couplet are part of the St. Helens S sequence, dated at 
approximately 12,500 to 13,500 years B.P. (Mullineaux and others, 1977). 
Her work shows that the tepnra ·found in the flood gravel in Washtucna Coulee 
is from the same event as the upper ash layer found in the fine elastic sed
iments. Also, Moody found that the lower ash in the flood gravel of Crescent 
Bar is from the same event as the other lower ashes in the fine sediments. 
The evidence suggests: tnat the. fine.. elastic sed±.nients containing St. Helens 
Sash are the sane age as the flood gravels containing these ashes_elsewhere, 
and were d~posited essentially contemporaneously with the gravel. 

Granulometric analysis of these fine sediments (slackwater sedi
ments) conducted by Moody (1978), based on the work of Visher (1969), and 
others, indicated they are neither lacustrine or fluvial in origin. 1he 
individual rhythmites of the deposits were probably the result of pulsa
tions within the floodwaters, caused by different rates of flow in each 
channel. Rigby and Hamblin (1972) have described a mechanism for this. 

In addition, Moody's (1978) analysis of mollusks from some of the 
medium to coarse sands in these deposits,between the upper two ash layers 
of the triplet, showed that these mollusks lived in a lower e~ergy environ
ment, such as a lake or sluggish stream, instead of the environ:nent repre
sented by the sediments in which they were found. This suggests that the 
mollusks were transported from elsewhere and deposited with the sand rather 
than being in-situ residents of the sands as proposed by Gustafson (1976), 
who believed the presence of mollusks iri the sediments.established a 
lacuscrine origin for the sediments. 
Description and Interpretation of Flood Deposits 

"Although this study has not found independent evider.ce to support 
the idea of approximately forty catastrophic floods, evidence has been 
discovered that, when combined with the previously known ·evidence dis
cussed above, can support several floods. 

Webster has found deposits that indicate the Snake River conveyed at 
least one other flood into the Columbia Basin from beyond Washington, in 
addition to the Lake Bonneville event. 1he oldest deposits recognized as 
possibly representing the remnants of a catastrophic flood do~n the Snake 
River are found along a belt south and west of Clarkston, Washington 
between the north-central part of sec. 17, T. 10 N., R. 46 E., and the 
Sl/2 sec. 24, T. 11 N.; R. 45 E. 1hese deposits (the Clarkston gravels) 
represent deposition in a temporary channel of the ancestral Snake River 
when intracanyon basalt flows of the Columbia River Basalt blocked its 
for~er channel. The river ultimately reoccupied the fer.mer channe~ upon 
partial erosion of the intracanyon flows. It is also possible that these 
gravels may have been deposited entirely by normal fluvial processes as 
Lupher (1945) believed, and not of catastrophic or large-sca:e flood 
mechanisms. Other than being post-Columbia River Sasalt, t~e age of the 
gravel deposits is unknown. Gail waggoner is currently mapping and ana
lyzing these gravels in detail as part of her H.S. studies at Washington 
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State University. 
The next youngest probable flood deposits of the Snake River are 

found along the lower course of the river, as at Clarkston in secs. 13 
and 14, T. 11 N., R. 45 E.; at the mouth of Alpowa Creek; just downstream 
from Lower Granite Dam; and at Riparia bar (secs. 28 and 29, T. 3 N., R. 
38 E.), among other places. Tentatively termed the "older Snake River 
flood gravels" by Webster, these gravel deposits are similar in composi
tion to the gravels mentioned above, but are thought to be younger as 
they are found within the present canyon of the lower part of the Snake 
River. These well-rounded pebble to cobble gravels of approximately 30 
percent basalt, 70 percent metavolcaniclastics, are thought to represent 
a large-scale flood because they are sometimes found lacking matrix, are 
imbricated,and form bars along the river more than 37 m (120 ft.) above 
the pre-dam river level. other than being post-intracanyon flows and 
pre-Glacial Lake Missoula flood in age, the age and source of this flood 
is not currently known. Mark Wheeler, another M.S. candidate graduate 
student of Washington State University, is studying these gravels. 

Deposits recognized by Webster as belonging to the Bonneville flood 
event are prob~y the next most recent flood deposits found along the 
Snake River. These deposits are found at five localities: 1) the mouth 
of Couse Creek (NW 1/4, NW 1/4 sec. 6, T. 8 N., R. 47 E.); 2) Tenmile 
Creek (SW 1/4, SW 1/4 sec. 36, T. 10 N., R. 46 E.); 3) Asotin, Washington 
(S 1/2, SE 1/4 sec. 16, T. 10 N., R. 46 E.); 4) Tammany Creek (E 1/2 
secs. 23 and 26, T. 35 N., R. 6 W., Nez Perce County, Idaho); and 5) 
Lewiston, Idaho (SE 1/4 sec. 36, T. 36 N., R. 6 W.). The gravels of 
these deposits contain a higher percentage of basalt than either of the 
two·preceeding gravels mentioned. In addition, they occur as back-eddy 
deposits along tributaries to the present Snake River (Couse and Tenmile 
Creeks), and at localities where the Snake River Valley widens downstream 
from a narrower valley (Asotin and Lewiston localities). The back-eddy 
deposits occur up to 137 m (450 ft.) above the present Snake River water 
level. If these are renmants of the Lake Bonneville flood, they would be 
30,000 years old, as dated by Malde (1968) in Idaho. No volcanic ash, 
or other datable material with which one might date tn~se, or the 
older gravels, has been located. 

Lastly, as pointed out in the introductory remarks to the section 
on Catastrophic Flood Deposits, numerous examples of the Glacial Lake 
Missoula flood deposits can be found along the Snake River Valley and on 
the surface of the Columbia Basin to the north. Tnese deposits consist 
of fresh-appearing usually pure-basalt main-channel gravels, and finer
grained back-channel gravels and slackwater sediments (the Touchet 
beds). The gravels are exposed at many localities in this area as des
cribed by Bretz (1959, 1969) and Baker (1973), and Baker and Nummedal 
(1978). During his reconnaissance mapping, however, Webster was able to 
trace the Missoula flood deposits up the Snake River beyond Lewiston as 
identified by Bretz (1969), to as far as the mouth of the Grande Ronde 
River, and up the Grande Ronde an additional 8 km (5 mi.), for a total 
distance of approximately 140 km (87 mi.). Webster has also traced the 
Touchet beds, developed best near Touchet at the Burlingame Ditch, up the 
Tucannon and Palouse drainages. At the Burlingame Ditch some 39 
rythmites are exposed, but only 13 are present in the Touchet sediments 
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in the Snake Canyon at the mouth of Tammany Creek (SW 1/4, SE 1/4 sec. 
23, T. 35 N., R. 6 W., Idaho), and only 10 cycles are found near the 
mouth of the Grande Ronde River (E 1/2, NW 1/4 sec. 24, T. 7 N., R. 46 
E.). 1l1e significance of this is not clearly understood at present but 
Webster tends to support Waitt's (1979b, c) belief that each rhythmite of 
the Touchet beds represents a separate catastrophic flood. 

In addition to the 3 or 4 flood units discussed above, gravels fifl,h,;~cl& 
dijti~,uish~blc {,oMthe Clarkston gravels are exposed in the vicinity of Lewiston, 

Idaho, and along the base of the Lewiston Grade. Termed the Clearwater 
gravels, these deposits are currently under investigation by Mary Jo 
Kuhns as part of her H.S. studies at Washington State University. 

Lastly, in the area of the Snake River drainage basin, another set 
of enigmatic gravel deposits - "sheet gravels" - are to be found near the 
mouth of the Snake River. 1l1ese mixed lithology gravels are possibly 
equivalent to the gravels of the Ringold Formation, and are under inves
tigation by Lance Richman, an H.S. candidate from Washington State 
University. 

Discussion of the catastrophic floods, especially the Glacial Lake 
Missoula floods, their number and timing, will have to await more detailed 
analysis of the data gathered during this study. 

Due to uncertainties involved in identifying and correlating the 
various flood deposits, none of the catastrophic flood deposits discussed 
have been differentiated as to age or origin on the maps. Instead, they 
have been differentiated on the basis of grain size, reflecting differ
ences in depositional energies. Although it would be more desireable to 
depict the identity and age of each of the flood deposits, a classifica
tion based on grain size of the constituents of the deposits is useful in 
that the flood deposits of the Columbia Basin lend themselves to this 
sort of classification. 1l1at is, it is normally relatively easy to label 
an individual exposure of flood deposits as either coarse-grained (grav
els), or quite fine-grained (silts and sands) as in the Touchet beds. 
Deposits showing an even mixture of grain sizes are uncommon. 

1l1e coarser-grained catastrophic flood deposits of the study area 
are described as: 

Catastrophic flood gravels (Qfg) - predominantly coarse gravel 
and sand deposits of diverse composition, poorly sorted, angular to 
subrounded, with local foreset bedding; deposited by relatively high 
energy waters of catastrophic Glacial Lake Missoula floods, Snake 
River floods, and other floods of unknown origin. Deposits locally 
contain volcanic tephra, and locally overlain by loess. 

Tne finer-grained flood deposits are described as: 

Catastrophic flood slack-water sedi~ents (Qfs) - rhythmically 
bedded and graded silt, sand, and minor gravel deposited in rela
tively low energy flood side channels by impoundment a~d/or surges 
of Glacial Lake Missoula and other floods. Includes the Touchet 
beds. Locally contains elastic dikes, tephra beds and ice-rafted 
pebbles and cobbles of various lithologies. 
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Distinctive Geomorphic Features 
Identified on the field maps, but not shown on the 1:250,000 scale 

maps of this report, are the numerous occurrences of the giant current 
ripples formed on many of the flood gravel deposits. First recognized by 
Pardee (1942) in work done in connection with Glacial Lake Missoula in 
Montana, Bretz and other believers of the flood hypothesis soon recog
nized many such areas of giant current ripples within the Columbia Basin, 
especially after the advent of aerial photography (Bretz and others, 
1956). Occurring on scabland gravel bars, and appearing as low, parallel 
ridges and swales.from the ground, the ripples are oriented perpendicular 
to the direction tif inferred flood flow. ~dividual ripple heights or 
amplitudes range up to 15 m (49 ft.), with wavelengths of from 20 to 200 
m (66 to 656 ft.). Baker (1973) has noted the asymmetric profile pre
sented by the ripples, finding the slope of the downstream-facing sides 
averages 18° to 200, while the slope of the upstream sides averages 6° to 
8°. Cross-sectional cuts through the ripples show them to be composed of 
foreset-bedded gravels, exhibiting a distinctive open-work texture. 

Also not identified on the 1:250,000 scale maps are the various 
types of flood gravel bars. Baker (1973) and Baker and Nummedal (1978) 
identified two major categories of bars: longitudinal, or pendant bars, 
and eddy bars. Pendant bars (figure 7) occur as elongate, streamlined 
mounds of flood gravel parallel to the flood flow direction. In longi
tudinal profile, they exhibit a distinct air-foil shape and are composed 
of coarse gravel and boulders foreset-bedded downstream. 1hought to form 
downcurrent from flow obstructions, pendant bars come in a variety of 
sizes, ranging up to 3 km (1.9 mi.) or more in length. Pendant bars 
frequently carry giant curr~nt ripples. Eddy bars (figure 7) are found 
near the mouths of valleys tributary to the main scabland channels, and 
in other recesses along the scabland channels. Unlike pendant bars, eddy 
bars exhibit poor sorting and contain a greater variety of clast sizes, 
ranging from silt size to boulder size, but are generally finer-grained 
than pendant bars. In addition, direction of sediment transport and 
deposition, as indicated by internal bedding in eddy bars, varies from 
place to place within the bars. 1his indicates the swirling nature of 
the floodwaters that deposited the bar material back into tributary 
valleys and recesses of the main flood channels. 

Baker also recognized, as did Bretz previously, the existence of 
"expansion" bars. Expansion bars (figure 7) consist of deposits of flood 
sediment in broad, low-lying areas immediately downstream from the mouths 
of scabland channels, as in the Quincy Basin. 1hese deposits are thought 
to result from the slackening of debris-charged floodwaters as they 
spilled out of flood channels into large, shallow basins, where the rate 
of flow was slackened, similar to the formation of alluvial fans. 

Work performed during the present study has indicated the presence 
of one or two other bar forms, in addition to the pendant, eddy and 
expansion bars. Found predominantly in the northeastern quadrant, are 
deposits of flood sediments occurring as elevated rims or shoulders on 
scabland channels and loessial hills. 1hese have been termed "shoulder" 
bars (figure 7). It is possible, however, that rather than being a 
distinctive separate feature, they are merely the dissected remnants of 
once more-continuous bars of other types. 
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Also found in the northeastern part of the Basin are broad, flat 
"sheet-like" gravel occurrences overlying bedrock. Mapped by Stradling 
in 1978, the gravel sheets noted thus far are relatively thin, are com
posed predominantly of basaltic clasts, and occur near the high northern 
rim of the Columbia Basin northwest of Spokane in the Four Mound Prairie 
region, and to the west of Spokane around Davenport, Washington. One site 
visited in the Deep Creek quadrangle, for example, contained up to 2 m 
(.6 .5 ft.) of angular unweathered basalt gravel up to 10 cm (.4 in.) in 
diameter, resting directly upon basalt bedrock, and overlain by a thin 
layer of loess. Elevation of the site is 732 m (2,400 ft.). As far as 
is known, these sheet-like gravel deposits have not been described before. 

Terrac~s and Other Features of Undetermined Origin 

One cannot travel for long within the valleys and canyons of the 
major drainages along the northern edge of the Columbia Basin (Columbia, 
Okanogan, and Spokane Rivers, and tribuaries), between Spokane and Entiat 
and beyond, without being struck by the large number of terraces and 
terrace remnants. In addition, in places there are bars, or "bar-like" 
forms occurring at various heights above river levels. 

Outstanding among the dozens of terraces are the 11 Great Terrace" and 
the terrace of the Nespelem Formation. 

The 11Great Terrace of the Columbia" so named by Russell (1893) has 
been the subject of much debate in the literature. Exposed almost 
continuously between Chelan Butte, south of Chelan, and the mouth of the 
Okanogan River, at an average elevation of 381 m (1250 ft.), 152 to 183 m 
(500 to 603 ft.) above the Columbia, the terrace forms an impressive 
sight. Russell ( 1893, 1898) stated it to be a delta built out into 11 Lake 
Lewis 11 that was thought to have occupied the Columbia upon withdrawal of 
the ice front. 

Dawson (1898) thought the terrace to be a stream terrace with a 
graded surface decreasing in elevation downstream. 

Pardee (1918) stated the Great Terrace to consist of glacial outwash 
deposited by a large stream discharging gravel into a ponded Okanogan 
(and Columbia) Valley. 

In an extensive examination of the terrace problem, Waters (1933) 
noted delta foresets in cuts in the terrace above Chelan Butte, along 
with lacustrine sediments. 

In contrast to these features, Waters ( 1933) identified fluvial 
characteristics in the more downstream reaches of the terrace. He also 
noted an unsystematic variation in the elevation of the terrace surface. 

Waters (1933) believed his evidence indicated that the terrace was a 
series of terraces rather than a single terrace, and that the part of the 
terrace south of Chelan Butte was stream-built, representing the valley 
train of the Okanogan ice lobe. Furthermore, he added that, although 
there were local fluvial facies, the terraces north of Chelan butte were 
mainly lacustrine, caused by deposition in lakes dammed by melting ice 
and morainal material occupying constricted areas of the river valley. 
The lakes did not merge to form a continuous larger lake, with the result 
that the terrace has slightly different elevations from place to place. 
He added also that much of the general accordance in elevation of the 
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terrace surface was a result of the terrace being swept by a catastrophic 
flood upon the failure of the Okanogan ice blockage across the Columbia 
near Grand Coulee Dam. With this failure, the Columbia regained its 
former channel, now filled with lacustrine and fluvial deposits, aban
doning its temporary route through Grand Coulee. He added that the 
waning stages of the flood deposited additional silt and sand to the 
surface of the Great Terrace, which now forms the present surface. 
However, as pointed out, Waitt (1977b) found no evidence of this pos
tulated flood downstream. 

Waters (1933) supported a Columbia River flood, after formation 
of the Great Terrace, by noting the presence of "kettles'' formed in its 
surface. ~ he observed, these depressions are not evenly distributed, 
but are concentrated on the outsides of sharp bends in the riverL or on 
the upstream sides of projections into the Columbia River. Tnis, he 
stated, must be the result of the melting of river rafted icebergs that 
had lodged against obstructions in the river, and accumulated on the 
outside of bends in the river. The mass wasting of an in-place ice 
sheet would show a more even distribution of kettles. Waters calculated 
a flood over 30 m (98 ft.) in depth to carry the icebergs. 

Waters (1933) proposed that many of the high terraces found in the 
tributary valleys of the Columbia and that extend around spurs in the 
Columbia Valley, were· built in lakes formed in the tributaries when ice 
occupied the Columbia Valley. 

Flint (1935) agreed for the most part with Waters' postulated 
origin for the Great Terrace, stating that it is composed of lacustrine 
silts and sands, overlain by gravel, and probably was deposited by 
fan-building from tributary streams. However, he disagreed with Waters 
on the nature of the water ~dy resporisible for it, believing that the 
surfaces of the individual terraces were close enough together in eleva
tion for the Great Terrace to have formed from a single body of water. 

Flint (1935) further disagreed on the nature of the kettles found on 
the Great Terrace, believing they formed by wastage on in-place residual 
ice, not water-borne ice. He suggested that their apparent concentration 
upstream of projections into the Columbia is due to the ice in these 
locations being protected qqjrn rapid wastage by their favorable positions 
on the north and east sides of the projections, which also happens to be 
the upstream side. Finally, he added that the lacustrine nature of most 
of the Great Terrace provided suitable conditions for the local flotation 
of large icebergs without calling for a flood. 

To the numerous terraces ("ice-marginal constructional terraces'') 
lying above the Great Terrace, Flint ascribed a kame-terrace origin. 
Terraces lying less than 152 m (500 ft.) above the Okanogan and Colu~bia 
Rivers, Flint described as "erosional stream terraces'', formed by the 
lateral and vertical downcutting of the rivers upon the ice-marginal 
constructional terraces predominantly. 

Waitt (1972b) stated the Great Terrace to be a kame-terrace, whereas 
Conners (1976) stated it to be a valley train deposit that extended 
northward along the Columbia and Okanogan Rivers from the proximity of 
Lake Chelan. 

~r.atever its origin, the Great Terrace apparently formed at least 
11,250 to 12,750 years ago. ~ring an independent investigation, Moody 
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and Rigby (in preparation) recently located a cut and fill sedimentary 
structure (or an erosional cut through a filled-in kettle) on the Great 
Terrace along the Okanogan River north of Brewster, Washington (E 1/2 
sec. 6, T. 31 N., R. 25 E.). A coarse-grained ash tentatively identified 
as Glacier Peak ash occurs interbedded with the sediments of the cut and 
fill, approximately 4 m (13 ft.) below the surface of the Great Terrace. 
If the ash is Glacier Peak ash (dated at between 12,750 and 11,250 years 
B.P. by Mehringer and others, 1977), then the formation of the Great 
Terrace in this area must date from an earlier time. 

In addition io the terraces, there are also a number of high level 
"bar-like" features within the valleys of the Columbia river and tribu
taries. Some of these may be true fluvial or catastrophic flocd-created 
bars of gravel and sand; others may be the streamlined remnants of former 
terraces or landslide masses that were elongated in a downstream direction 
by normal fluvial or catastrophic flood activity. These features require 
much additional study and interpretation. 

Because of the poor understanding of the formation of these features, 
and their complex and varied histories, all terraces (other than the 
Nespelem terrace, discussed below), terrace remnants, and bar-like forms 
have been combined into a single geomorphological unit: 

Terrace and bar deposits, undifferentiated (Qtb) - Glacio
fluvial, fluvial, and ice-contact stratified silt, sand, and gravel 
deposits of various lithologies occurring as terraces, bars, and as 
other less well-defined features in the valleys of the Columbia, 
Okanogan, and Spokane Rivers and tributaries. Includes the Great 
Terrace. 

Pardee (1918) described the 518 m (1,700 ft.) high distinctive 
Nespelem silt terrace in the Columbia Valley, stating it was composed of 
glacial silt deposited in ponded still-water in the valleys. Further
more, he correlated the silt of the terrace to the "White Siltsn of 
British Columbia described by Dawson (18?8) who theorized a ponding due 
to a regional submergence. Pardee, in his correlation, extended the 
regional submergence to the Columbia Valley to account for Symons' Lake 
Lewis, into which he believed the Nespelem silts accumulated. 

Bretz (1932) pointed out that the relatively restricted distribution 
of the Nespelem silt (only occurring in the Columbia River Valley and 
tributaries above the Grand Coulee, and in the upper coulee of Grand 
Coulee), precluded a regional submergence. Instead, he suggested a "lake 
or a very sluggish river, held up by the scabland floor of Hartline 
Basin" (at the south end of the upper Grand Coulee), as the causative 
agent. 

In 1969, Bretz again stated that the silts comprising the Nespelem 
terraces could have only been deposited by quiet water, adding ·that the 
Okanogan ice dam "must have held up this latest (and local) ponding in 
the Columbia Valley." He argued that the last Glacial Lake Missoula 
flood had already occurred by this time, but the (partial) damming of the 
"Nespelem Columbia" may have created the last Columbia Valley flood upon 
the subsequent failure of the ice dam. 

In the same paper in which he discussed the Great Terrace, flint 
(1935) took up the origin of t.J1e Nespelem surface. Essentially, he 
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agreed with Bretz' interpretation that the silt was the filling of a 
late-glacial ice-dammed lake, fed by melt water from nearby glaciers. 
Flint further thought he was able to demonstrate, through the existence 
of an intermediate 428 m (1,400 ft.) terrace, that the sediment of the 
Great Terrace, below the Okanogan River, was accumulating while the 
Nespelem silt was being dissected by the Columbia farther upstream. 

As noted by Flint (1935), the silts of the Nespelem are covered by 
cobble gravel; the silt is restricted to the lower part of the terrace. 
From the reconnaissance work of the present study, it appears that the 
silts are lacustr~ne, and the mantle of gravel represents a system of 
gravel deltas built out into the lake, or, more probably, into a series 
of lakes from which the silts were deposited. 

This Pinedale age lake, formed by a blockage of the Columbia-at 
Grand Coulee by the Okanogan lobe, has been referred to as "Lake Columbia" 
by Richmond and others (1965a). They believed the Nespelem owed its 
existence to a late stage of this lake. It is the emptying of this 
lake that Waters (1933) suggested had sent waters swee?ing over his 
recently or still-forming terraces in the Great Terrace system. 

The Nespelem silt terrace, and other, perhaps similarly fon:ied 
terraces are represented on the maps as: 

Glaciolacustrine terrace deposits (Qgl) - Silt, sand, and 
gravel deposited in glacial lakes formed along Columbia, Okanogan, 
and Spokane Rivers and their tributaries; includes the Nespelem 
terrace. Surface of terraces may exhibit local modification by 
fluvial and catastrophic floodwaters. 

POST-PLEISTOCENE DEPOSITS 

With the withdrawal of the glaciers and the concomitant passage 
of the last catastrophic flood approximately 13,000 years ago, the 
subsequent geologic events of the Columbia Basin returned to a less 
catastrophic regimen. 

The imposing forces of massive continental and alpine glaciation, 
which held sway over the course of geologic history of the Basin and 
surrounding area for so long during the Pleistocene, suddenly gave way 
to the slower and smaller scale agencies of the Holocene: normal stream 
erosion, the physical and chemical breakdown of rocks, the action of 
gravity, and eolian erosion and deposition. These agents and processes, 
which continue today, have had little effect on the record left by the 
previous catastrophic chapter of geologic history in the Basin. 

Locally overlying the catastrophic flood deposits, Pleistocene loess 
and glacial deposits are sand dunes, alluvium, colluvium and lacustrine 
deposits, talus and various kinds of landslide deposits and Holocene 
loess. The formation of most of these deposits occurred since the 
Pleistocene, but some may reach even farther back into time; as for 
example, some of the landslides. 

For the 1:250,000 scale maps, we have again combined some of these 
deposits to form six units: landslide deposits, alluvium, alluvial fans, 
older alluvial fan deposits, colluvium and sand dunes. As with many 
other processes that have acted upon the Columbia Basin, these primarily 
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Holocene processes have acted concurrently with one another and, the 
deposits formed by these processes cannot be placed into a chronological 
succession. 

Landslide Deposits 

Several areas of concentrations of landslides are found in the Basin 
(Stradling and Winters, 1967; Stradling, 1970). These areas primarily 
occur along the s~rike of the major uplifted basalt ridges in the western 
part of the study area. The surface appearance of these landslides indi
cates ongoing formation over an extended length of time. In addition, 
there are local occurrences of landslides in the valleys and canyons of 
the Columbia, Yakima and Spokane Rivers, and other Basin drainages. 

In an investigation of some of the major landslides of the Yakima 
Ridges, Stradling and Winters (1967) believed the landslides to have 
occurred at various times during the late Quaternary, but prior to 
historic times. Subsequently, Stradling (1970) found evidence showing 
that landsliding along the Horse Heaven Hills east of Prosser resulted 
from the drawdown of the great volume of temporarily ponded waters of the 
last major catastrophic scabland flood. If true, this would date these 
landslides as post-12,000 to 13,500 years B.P., approximately. 

A variety of gravitationally induced mass movement landforms as 
slumps, rotational slides, translational slides, flows and others have 
been grouped as landslides. TI:lese deposits are defined as: 

Landslide dep~s (Qls) - Mass movement deposits of bedrock 
and overburden; unstratified and poorly sorted, surface often 
hummocky and blanketed with loess. Individual landslides formed at 
various times since late Pliocene (or early Pleistocene) or earlier, 
to historic time. Represent a variety of formational 
processes. 

As stated in the description, the landslides of the Columbia Basin 
probably owe their origin to more than one process. Some of the older
appearing ones along the Yakima Ridges may date to the time of the 
formation and/or deformation of the ridges themselves. Others, some of 
the more recent appearing ones in the area, may have resulted from one or 
more of the catastrophic floods as described by Stradling (1970). Many 
of the landslides along drainage channels no doubt formed as a result of 
the river or stream course being shifted, undercutting former banks and 
causing landsliding. 111ese landslides would be of various ages. Degla
ciation of lands covered by glacial ice may have caused some landsliding. 
Some small landslides are forming at the present time due to the direct 
effects of the increased ·use of irrigation in the Basin in the last 30 
years as a result of the Columbia Basin Irrigation Project (see Brown, 
197Gb, for example). Others occurred around Grand Coulee Dam and along 
the lake formed upstream of the dam (Franklin D. Roosevelt Lake) during 
the filling of the lake after construction of the dam (Jones, 1961). 
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Alluvium 

As with the landslides, the alluvial deposits include many widely 
separated deposits that have fanned throughout the Holocene or earlier. 
Alluvium appearing on the maps includes fluvial deposits of modern 
streams, f luvial/lacus trine/paludal/ eolian "meadow deposits" fanned in 
shallow basins in the scabland tracts, and local lacustrine deposits 
elsewhere. 

The maps identify these deposits as: 

Alluvium (Qa) - Primarily stream deposits of silt, sand and 
gravel of diverse composition; largely confined to valley floors. 
Includes meadow deposits of fine-grained fluvial, paludal, lacus 
trine and/or eolian material of varied composition deposited in 
interior scabland drainage basins. 

Alluvial Fan Deuosits 

Alluvial fans have been fanning throughout the Holocene, and 
perhaps earlier, and are separately designated as: 

Alluvial fan deposits (Qaf) - Primarily unconsolidated deposits 
of sand and gravel of various lithologies formed where streams issue 
from basalt ridges and other elevated terrain upon surrounding low
lands; generally cone-shaped, may be overlain by loess. 

Older Alluvial Fan Deposits 

Older alluvial fan deposits, or fanglomerates are differentiated 
from their apparently more recent counterparts by their moderately 
weathered and cemented constituent gravels and sands, and by a usually 
thick caliche cap. Although there are no absolute dates on the fan
glomerates, they are thought to have formed during an earlier period of 
fan-building. Some older fans may have begun to form when uplift of the 
basalt ridges began. Several samples of caliche have been taken from 
these deposits to be dated. The maps identify these deposits as: 

Older alluvial fan deposits (Qafo) - Old fan sediment of 
subrounded to angular basalt gravel and sand; basalt moderately 
weathered, often semi-consolidated, cemented by iron-stained clays. 
Capped by petrocalcic soil (caliche) up to 10 meters (JJ ft.) in 
thickness and locally overlain by loess. Surface of fans fr·e
quently dissected by modern streams. 

Many of the fans, rather than being separate, individual fans, have 
coalesced to form bajadas. Since these deposits are related to, and 
de::ived from the basalc ridges in large part, che older alluvial fans 
and bajadas are generally restricted co the southwest quadrant of the 
Basin and nearby areas. 
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Colluvium 

Rockfall debris has been accumulating at the base of steep slopes 
and cliffs ever since the passage of the last catastrophic floods and 
glaciers. Most of the colluvium of the Basin is Holocene in age and 
consists of basalt talus formed at the base of coulee walls, with the 
amount of talus varying widely from coulee to coulee. Although of 
similar size (in places), and in relative proximity to each other, Moses 
Coulee and the Grand Coulee are a case in point: Moses Coulee has sub
stantially more talus along its walls than does Grand Coulee. In fact, 
Bretz (1924) used this observation to arrive at the conclusion that 
Moses Coulee was the older of the two. Based on other evidence,- Moses 
Coulee does seem to be the older, but whether the relative amount of 
talus found within a specific coulee can be used as an accurate measure 
of its relative age remains unproven. 

All deposits formed primarily by mass-wasting processes at the base 
of steep slopes and cliffs have been combined into a general colluvium 
unit: 

Colluvium (Qc) - Primarily angular to subangular, unconsoli
dated basaltic debris accumulated at the base of steep slopes and 
cliffs, as along the base of coulee walls. Includes talus and talus 
cones formed by active and inactive rockfall. 

As with many other units, most of the colluvium in the study area does 
not cover an area on the ground sufficiently large enough to merit 
inclusion on the 1:250,000 scale maps. 

Sand Dunes 

Wind-blown sand in the form of dunes occurs over much of the Basin. 
They consist of both active migrating dune fields and inactive stabilized 
dunes. Outside of the Pasco Basin, which contains at least three dune 
fields (Lillie and others, 1978), the largest single dune field of the 
Basin is the one near Moses Lake in the Quincy Basin. Although most of 
the dunes of this field are concentrated in and around Potholes Reservoir 
south of Moses Lake, widely spaced dunes occur over a distance of 32 km 
(20 mi.) to the west, reaching to the east bank of the Columbia River, an 
area of approximately 700 km2 (270 sq. mi.). In a study of this dune 
field, Petrone (1970) found the barchan, transverse, and parabolic dunes 
to consist of essentially only quartz sand and basalt fragments .. He also 
determined the direction of dune movement to be N. 64° E., and the 
primary source areas of the dune material to be the Columbia River sands 
exposed along the east bank of the Columbia and the sandy soil of the 
Quincy Basin. As he pointed out, much of this extensive dune field is in 
an active, migrating state, but many dunes were flooded and stabilized by 
the construction of O'Sullivan Dam in 1952. and by the expanding use of 
irrigation in the last three decades. 

There are other, smaller areas covered by dune sand occurring 
locally in the remainder of the Basin. Like the Moses Lake dune field, 
these dunes appear to be composed primarily of quartz or basalt sand, 
probably derived from a number of older sedimentary deposits, as the 
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Touchet beds, Ringold Formation, and alluvial deposits. 
All dune fields are depicted as: 

Dune sand (Qd) - Active and stabilized dunes of predominantly 
fine to medium sand composed of mostly quartz and basalt grains 
reworked from older sedimentary deposits. 

Mirna Hounds and Other Periglacial(?) Patterned Ground 

Extensive areas of the Columbia Basin are covered by numerous 
rounded and subrounded low mounds, loosely termed "Mirna mounds" from 
occurrences of similar-appearing mounds in the Puget Sound region of 
western Washington. Given the name "Mirna" and "ford" mounds by Bretz 
(1913), depending on their size, Bretz (1913) ascribed a glacial-origin 
to these features. Others have suggested the formation of the3e and 
similar mounds found in other parts of the world; reflects bedrock 
jointing or the burrowing effects of animals. Newcomb 
(1952) and Ritchie (1953) formulated a widely-accepted theory for the 
origin of the mounds of Puget Sound, believing they resulted from freeze 
and thaw action in a periglacial environment during the last glacial 
episode. 

The mounds of the Columbia Basin have been studied by Leconte 
( 1874), Piper ( 1905), Freeman ( 1926, 1932), Waters and Flagler ( 1929), 
Larrison (1942), and by Kaatz (1959, 1963), and Olmsted (1963). 

Kaatz (1959) proposed a frost action theory ~imilar to that of 
Newcomb (1952) and Richie (1953) for the mounds found along Hanastash 
Ridge in the western Columbia Basin, even though the Columbia Basin 
mounds are not built on gravelly outwash as are the Mirna mounds. 
Kaatz believes his "Manastash mounds" formed in a periglacial environment 
during the period of maximum glaciation of the Pleistocene, by frost 
formation in the upper zones of soil overlying the basalt bedrock. Malde 
(1964) proposed a similar theory for the patterned ground of the western 
Snake River Plain, Idaho. 

Observations made during the course of the present study indicate 
the mounds of the Basin are usually found on basalt bedrock, and fre
quently on catastrophic flood deposits. Locally, they are mantled by a 
thin cover of loess. Their distribution is widespread, perhaps occurring 
in all parts of the Basin and study area, although Campbell believes the 
mounds in the southwest quadrant consist only of low accumulations of 
loess, deposited entirely by tj;e wind. He has not been able to determine, 
however, whether the loess~·represent a local accumulation and concentra-

" tion of loess deposited by the wind, or represent residual deposits of a 
once more continuous blanket of loess. (In similar manner, Olmsted 
(1963) thought the silt mounds of scabland flood channels represented an 
early stage of restoration of the loess blanket. Kaatz (1963) differed, 
believing the mounds were an erosional remnant of a former loess mantle, 
dissected by frost action.) 

Whatever their origin, the mounds are not shown on the m.aps that 
accompany this report, as they were not considered relevant to the study, 
but they are depicted on the 7.5 and 15 minute topographic field maps. 

In addition to the mounds, there is another form of patterned ground 
to be found in the Basin. The Touchet sediments are frequently cut by 
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elastic dikes; where the Touchet is exposed at the surface, the surface 
expression of any contained dikes appears to resemble large mud cracks.~/ 
Occurrences of this phenomenon are rare, however, in comparison to the 
mounds. One exposure occurs in the Slater quadrangle, east of the Snake 
and Columbia River confluence. Others are known from the Pasco Basin. 
Again, this feature has not been shown on the maps. 

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 

One objectiv~ of this study was. to aid in determining the tectonic 
history of the Columbia Basin of Washington by providing information 
on any late Cenozoic tectonic activity expressed in the sediment~ over
lying the basalts. 'Th.is was done by noting which of the sediments were 
deformed by folding, and by observing if any sediments were faulted. 'Th.e 
regional deformation of the sediments by folding was discussed with each 
major sediment unit mapped in the section on Description of Map Units. 
In summary, there is evidenc~ of deformation in the: supra-basalt 
Ellensburg Formation (Te), Ringold Formation (Tr), Gravels of the Ances
tral Columbia River (Tc), 'Th.orp Gravels (Tt), and portions of 
the Gravel of Terrace Remnants (QTgt) unit. 

'Th.e following pages of this section discuss the structures and the 
evidence of deformation observed in the late Cenozoic sediments. For 
convenience, the discussion is divided into the four quadrants of study, 
running clockwise from the southwest quadrant. 

In addition to identifying faults from the ground during reconnais
sance mapping, the field personnel of this study made use of lineament 
maps (overlays to the AMS sheets) provided by Battelle Pacific Northwest 
Laboratory of Richland, Washington. Work on the faults was aided also by 
the use of low altitude aerial reconnaissance. 

SOUTHWEST QUADRANT 

As noted on figure 5, the southwest part of the Columbia Basin is 
marked by several east-west trending anticlinal ridges in the basalt, 
known as the Yakima Ridges. Faults displace the basalt of many of these 
ridges, and most of the known post-basalt faulting also seems to be 
restricted to the ridges, which generally lack a cover of late Cenozoic 
sediments, but do have local accumulations of sediments along their 
flanks. Areas in the southwest quadrant found or suspected to contain 
post-basalt faulting are Toppenish Ridge, the Horse Heaven Hills, north
ern Saddle Mountains and Smyrna Bench, and the Selah Butte area. · 'Th.ese, 
and the late Cenozoic fault east of Selah (East Selah fault), along with 
the minor faulting in the Ellensburg sediments near Naches and on the 
west end of Snipes Mountain are described in the ensuing paragraphs. 

6/ Tne or1g1n of the elastic dikes in the Touchet (and Ringold) sediments 
of the Columbia Basin has been the subject of much work and debate 
itself. See, for example, Flint (1938). Lupher (1944), Brown and 
Brown (1962), and Newcomb (1962). 



Topoenbh Ridge 

During reconnaissance mapping for the present study, Campbell 
mapped a subparallel set of scarps along the north side of the central 
portion of Toppenish Ridge. Toppenish Ridge (figure 5) is one of the 
major east-west trending anticlinal basalt ridges found in the western 
Columbia Basin. The part of the ridge containing the scarps lies south 
of Pumphouse Road, an area covered by the Toppenish Mountain, Harrah SE, 
Toppenish SW, and Hembre Mountain 7.5 minute USGS topographic quadrangle 
maps. The ridge in this area rises to as much as 853 m (2,800 ft.) above 
the base of the Yakima Valley to the north, a~d is covered primarily with 
sagebrush and bunchgrass. Toppenish Ridge is part of the Yak~ma Indian 
Reservation and access is restricted. A short-term Reservation permit 
was issued to Campbell in July 1978 to permit him to conduct mapping 
along the ridge. 

The north flank of Toppenish Ridge exhibits a rather complete 
stratigraphic section ranging from the Columbia River basalt t6 recent 
alluvium. The youngest basalt flow present is the Elephant Mountain 
Member of the Saddle Mountains Basalt; the oldest is a basalt flow 
several flows below the R2H2 magnetic break in the Grande Ronde 
Basalt. Late Cenozoic sediments consist of stream alluvium, alluvial 
fans of several ages, loess, landslides of several ages, the Touchet 
beds, and the upper Ellensburg Formation (here, to mean the Ellensburg 
sediments lying above the Elephant Mountain Hember). · 

Toppenish Ridge is typical of the folds of the western edge of the 
Columbia Basin in having thrust fault development in _the basalt with 
small auxiliary folds developed on the steeper north limb. The western 
parts of Hor::ie Heaven, Ahtanum, Ra.ttle.:make, and Hanashtash Ridge:s all 
have similar strutures. The east end of Toppenish Ridge con:sist:s of an 
anticline in Saddle Hountain:s and Wanapum Basalts, with a small syncline 
near the crest of the ridge, producing a double fold in the basic anti
clinal structu:.-e (figure 8a). Locations for the follow~ng discussions can 
be found on Plate 10. T",;o thrust faults are k.i."10..rn fror:i this part of the 
ridge. To the vest, a higb.-angle reverse fault (fi~.ire Sb) is encountered 
on the south side of the ridge, exposing We.napu::i. Be.salt in the deeper 
canyons. Low on the ncrth side, an anticlinal-synclic.al fold syste::: 
is deYeloped in Sad.dle Mour.tains Basalt. Prog::-essing farther vest-
va:::-d, Grande Ronde Basalt makes up most of tbe ridge, and an older 
low-angle th.rust fault offsets the basalt (figure 8c). At this 
point, the lcwer anticlinal-synclinal fold dies out. 

On the north side of the ridge between He~bre Mountain on the ea:st 
and Satu:s Peak on the ;.;est, a distance of approxioately 34 km (21 mi.), 
is a serie:s of fresh-appearing :scarps. Mapping :suggests that they rnay be 
fault scarp:s of recent age. The scarps are clustered into two groups: 
an upper graben located near the crest of Toppenish Ridce, and a lower 
horst associated with the auxillary folds low on the north flank. As 
many a:s twelve scarps are visible in one locality, and eight are to be 
seen in :several.locations. The postulated fault:s appear to dip vertically 
or nearly :so, with the pos:sible exception of the northernmost scarp which 
undulate::i se·rerely and may be a thrust fault (no attitude could be ob
tained for this fault plane)._ Individual scarps usually do not run for 
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more than 3 km (1.9 mi.) before splitting. Plate 10 shows the relation
ship of the scarps to the ridge. The scarps can be seen in all the late 
Cenozoic sediments present on Toppenish Ridge (alluvium, alluvial fans, 
loess, landslides, Touchet beds, upper Ellensburg Formation). 

· The upper scarps have been traced for 32 km (20 mi.) along the ridge 
and the lower ones for 19 km (12 mi.). Near the ea.stern end of Toppenish 
Ridge, approxi!'.Ila.tely 2 km (1.2 mi.) west of Highway 97, the upper scarps 
cross over the ridge crest. 'Near the highway, they are very faint in 
appearance from the ground and air, and appear to die out before reaching 
Satus Creek on tqe south side of the ridge. The lower scarps end before 
reaching the highway. On the west end of Toppenish Ridge, IIlOSt of the 

-scarps die out before reaching the large landslides northeast of Satus 
Peak. An upper set does pass south of (above) the landslides but appar
ently dies out due north of Satus Peak. Stands of timber west of this 
point make observation difficult. 

Host of the scarps show surface displacement of 1 to 3 m (3.3 to 9.8 
ft.). The total displacement may be as much as 75 c (246 ft.), but this 
is probably misleading as there are nearly as many "up-to-the-north" 
scarps as "down-to-the-north" ones. Where seven or more scarps occur, 
the net vertical displacement is approximately 3.5 o (11.5 ft.) "down
to-the-north", as in sec. 33 or J4, T .. 10 N., a. 18 E. 

Formation of the scarps is related in part to the older structures 
of the ridge. Along the lower horst series, the scarps exhibit slightly 
curved patterns paralleling the Elephant Hountain a.~d Rattlesnake Ridge 
Basalt Hembers. Alluvial fan and landslide debris have washed or slid 
from the upper part of the ridge into the depression created behind the 
horst lower on the ridge .. Caliche development on some surfaces in 
addition to stream dissection of this material indicated several ages of 
fan building. Some of the older fan material 1:1ay be caught up in the 
folding within the horst, but this remains unclear at present. If the 
scarps were caused by faulting, the nature and variable age of sedi~ent 
trapped by the horst would indicate fault activity along the horst for an 
extended period of time. 

Formation of the scarps on the upper part of the ridge, however, 
is not related to the older structures. The upper scarps can be seen to 
be cutting basalt flows of the Grande Ronde Basalt above the R2N2 oagnetic 

. break, the Vantage horizon, and flows of the Wanapu= Ea.salt. Displace
ment of basalt of over 30 m (98 ft.) was observed in steep-sided canyor.s. 
At least one of these was seen to pass upward into a recent-appearing 
scarp at the surface of a side ridge (NW 1/4 sec. 2, T. 9 N., R. 19 E.) 
thus indicating continued or renewed movement along the fault plane over 
an extended period of time. 

Several landslides occur along the north flank of Toppenish Ridge. 
The landslides vary in size and age, as can be see~ near the western end 
of the ridge near Olney Lake, where several large landslides (up to 10 
k~2 (2 sq. mi.)) appear to be of at least two different ages. If the 
scarps are surface representations of faults, as see~s indicated, it is 
possible that the landslides may have been caused by rapid movement along 
the faults. Although no scarps cut the Olney Lake landslides, farther to 
the east scarps can be seen cutting a small, older-appearing landslide 
(S'n' 1/4 sec. 33, T. 10 N., R. 19 E.) but not a nearby younger-appearing 
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one (SE 1/4 :sec. 31, T. 10 N., R. 19 E.). In another case, a :scarp. 
appears to cut one-half of a slide, but not the other half, indicating 
continued movement of the slide. The relationship of the landslides to 
the (fault-induced?) :scarps is unresolved. Earthquakes as small a:s 
magnitude 2 (Richter scale) can be detected by the University of Wa:shing
ton eastern Washington sei:smic network, but none have been reported in 
the Toppenish Ridge area. If the faults are real, movement along the~ 
may be slow and sustained, rather than periodic . 

.A.:s stated, the evidence accumulated indicates that most, if not all 
of the scarps 1.q· question, were caused by faulting. Other theories of 
origin as mass landsliding, downslope creep, or withdrawal of gro?nd 
water are difficult to justify on current evidence. The evidence also 
indicates that the faulting may be quite recent (as recent as·13,ooo 
years B.P. or younger). · 

In investigating Toppenish Ridge, Campbell utilized high-quality 
black and white, color, and infrared air photos, and low-sun-angle aerial 
reconnaissance, in addition to ground observation and mapping. Air 
photos at a scale of 1:24,000 show surface scarps running along the north 
flank of the ridge for many kilometers (miles). These scarps can be · 
clearly seen to cut across alluvial fans, loess, stream alluvium, and 
Touchet beds. The photos show the upper scarps crossing older flows and 
interbeds in the basalt along the upper part of the ridge. The horst and 
graben features described are visible on the photos, e.nd scarps w"ith 
displAcement of a.s little as 0.5 m (1.6 ft.) ce.n be seen. Figu=e 9 
shovs a c~posite profile through Toppenish Ridge indicating some of 
the features described above. . 

Aerial reconnaissance during low-sun-angle times along the north 
side of Toppenish Ridge shows surface breaks, e:specially the "do.m-to
the-nor~h" 5carps. The scarps cutting fans, loess and alluvium· can also 
be seen from the air. 

On-the-ground observation shows surface breaks with vertical off
sets or 0.5 to 4.0 m (1.6 to·13.1 ft.). No strike-slip displacement was 
noted. The units ob.served to be off.set by the scarps, and their loca-
tions, are as follows: 

Map 
.!.1n.il Symbol I! J.,ocation 

Soil NW 1/4 sec. 6, T9N, R18 E 
Recent stream alluvium Qal SW 1/4 sec. 33, T10N, R18E 
Older stream alluvium Qal SW 1/4 sec. 32, T10N, R19E 
Hodern alluvial fans Qaf NW 1/4 sec. 6, T~N, R18E 
Loess Ql SE 1/4 sec. 4, T9N, R18E 
Landslides (several ages) Ql.s· NW 1/4 sec. 4, T9N, R19E 
Touchet beds Qss SE 1/4 sec. 34, T10U, R18E 
Older alluvial fan Qfo SE 1/4 sec. 33, T10N, R18E 
Upper Ellensburg Fm. Te SW 1/4 sec. 34, T9N, R18E 
Elephant Hountain flow Tero SW 1/4 sec. 32, T10N, R18E 
Rattlesnake Ridge Member Tyrr NW 1/4 sec. 3, T10N, R18E 
Pomona flow Typo SE 1/4 sec. 3, T9N, R19E 
Uc::atilla floY Tyum SE 1/4 sec. 33, T10N, R19E 
Older ba.:c;aits Ty SE 1/4 sec . ,., ' T9N, Rl7E 

. ij Syr:1bo ls refer to Plate l O. 
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In cases where upthrown blocks have displaced stream channels, sag 
ponds have been created that are filled with sediment, which may contain 
volcanic or organic material suitable for dating the age of the ponds, 
and thus the postulated faults. Stream piracy of small gullies was 
observed where an upthrown block has caused lateral flow along the 
scarp. Horsts and grabens can be seen. 

At present, the age of the formation of these scarps is unknown. 
Definite offset occurs in Touchet sediments, so fault activity at these 
localities is probably at least as recent as 13,000 years B.P. 111.e age 
of stream alluvium. alluvial fans, and landslides is unknown, but vol
canic ash, organic material, and caliche have been collected for dating. 

Ahtanum Ridge 

A belt of folded and faulted sediments lies in secs. 9, 10, 11, and 
12, T. 12 N., R. 18 E. on the lower slopes of the north flank of Ahtanum 
Ridge, south of Yakima. 111.is belt, consisting of the upper Ellensburg 
Formation and sediments similar to Smith's (1903a) Cowiche gravels, or 
Foxworthy's (1962) cemented basalt gravel (see section on Gravels of 
Terrace Remnants), is typical of the minor folds found on several of the 
major anticlinal ridges of the southwestern Columbia Basin. 111.e folds 
are poorly exposed due to a thick loess cover, and the incompetence_of 
the sediments. Although the lower part of Ahtanum Ridge contains a 
number of exposures in recent cuts and quarries due to a recent housing 
development surge, exposures are still limited. 

Faulting is indicated predominantly by relationships between dips 
of the respective units and the topography. Faulting can be observed in 
only two locations in exposures - in the S.W. 1/4 sec. 10, T. 12 N., R. 
18 E. 111.e units involved in the faulting are: the upper Ellensburg 
Formation; sands and gravels composed of a mixture of basalt and ande
site; and gravels made up wholly of basalt. Some of the gravels probably 
belong to. the Ellensburg Formation, but the pure basalt gravels appear to 
be too young to be Ellensburg - they are less weathered and are strati
graphically above the andesite gravels. All of the gravels are folded 
and faulted in places. 

More recent sediments consisting of loess and stream alluv~um 
locally overly the bedrock of Ahtanum Ridge. 111.ere is no evidence of 
faulting or folding in these sediments. 111.e age of defor~ation of the 
older sediments is unknown, but post-dates the upper Ellensburg, and 
predates loess and alluvium, or late Cenozoic in age. 

Horse Heaven Hills 

Study of black and white 1:62,500 scale air photos in 1978 by 
Campbell suggested the presence of several scarps cutting landslides on 
the north side of the Horse Heaven Hills, in the area covered by the 
Poisel Butte SE and Bluelight USGS 7.5' topographic maps. 

Subsequent examination of 1:24,000 scale color aerial photographs, 
however, eliminated all but one of the scarps noted on the smaller-scale 
photographs. Two low-level aerial reconnaissance flights over the area 
also confirmed that no scarps cut landslides. It is probable that the 
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thin "skin" of some of the landslides allows underlying basalt structures 
to show through the landslides without actually displacing the material 
of the landslides. 

One remaining scarp, noted on the 1:24,000-scale photographs, 
terminates against, but does not cut a landslide. Located in the NE 1/4 
sec. 18, and NW 1/4 sec. 17, T. 7 N., R. 21 E., on the Bluelight topo
graphic map just south of Jo Jo Road, Campbell has found evidence indi
cating that the scarp owes its origin to the presence of a fault. 

Although the structure appears to be a steep dip slope along a 
basalt flow from the air, surface examination located a surface scarp of 
1 to 3 m (3.3 to 9.8 ft.) in height, with a relative movement down to the 
north. The scarp trends approximately N 70° E for nearly 1 kr.i (0.6 mi.). 
Its southwest end terminates against a landslide, and its northeast end 
dies out in alluvium. The surface scarp was observed to cut loess 
(probably post-Palouse) but not stream ~lluvium. Ground investigation 
also disclosed that the scarp is well removed from the Elephant Mountain 
flo•,; and could not be a dip slope in the basalt. The Elephant Mountain 
flow (Tern), Rattlesnake Ridge interbed (Tyrr), and Pomona flow (Typo) of 
the Saddle Mountains Basalt are exposed just south of the scarp, and dip 
43° to 51° to the north. 

However, Campell points out that there is a possibility that the 
scarp represents a dip slope of a resistant unit within the gravels of 
the ancestral Columbia River (Tc). Two small patches of this gravel were 
found in float near the fault. The occurrence of these gravels is 
widespread in this area; they can be found capping a ridge approximately 
2 km (1.2 mi.) to the west. Based upon this, it is possible that the 
scarp is due to a dip slope of these gravels, but this relationship has 
not been observed in other areas where the gravels are steeply dipping, 
as on Snipes Mountain and Toppenish Ridge. 

If the structure does represent a fault, it would be late Cenozoic 
in age due to the cutting relationship it exhibits with the loess. No 
dateable material was found in association with the feature with which 
to limit the date more closely. Trenching across the structure may be 
necessary to establish its age and true nature. Tnere are other faults 
nearby that have the same northeasterly trends shown by the postulated 
late Cenozoic fault, but they are all pre-late Cenozoic in age, being 
restricted to the basalt. 

East Selah Fault 

A fault, mapped by Campbell prior to this project, and termed the 
"East Selah" fault by him, offsets late Cenozoic sediments approximately 
1.5 km (0.9 mi.) east of Pomona Heights, north of Yakima. T.,e tault is 
only exposed in a quarry where gray andesite sand is being mined for use 
in mortar. The sharply defined trace of this reverse (or thr~st) fault 
dips 7-;!J to the east and strikes approximately due north. Slickensides 
show the movement to have been vertical. 

In the exposure basalt-rich gravels are faulted against upper 
Ellensburg pumicite, siltstone, and andesitic sand. T.,ere is at least 
10 m (33 ft.) of displacement along the fault plane with the east block 
being the upthrown block. A very thin, poorly developed soil overlies 
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the half preserved during quarrying operations. The soil varies in 
thickness from 6 to 20 cm (2.4 to 7.9 in.) and contains no caliche 
horizons. 

The fault cuts completely through the basalt gravels and Ellensburg 
sediment, but does not displace the soil layer. No break in slope or 
vegetation change can be noted on the surface above the fault. Several 
attempts were made to trace the fault along the direction of its strike 
from high quality 1:24,000 scale color air photos, and from the ground 
without success. The fault cannot be traced for more than 20 m (65.6 
ft.) in either direction from the quarry. If the quarry did not exist, 
the fault would have gone undetected. 

Preliminary analysis of the gravels in the east block shows_that 
they are composed of about 70 percent basalt, 18 percent andesite, 2 
percent granitics, and 10 percent breccias, fine-grained quartz and meta
morphic rocks. This gravel is slightly lower in granitics but similar in 
basalt and andesite percentages as compared to the Potato Hill section of 
the Thorp Gravel found in the southern Kittitas Valley. The ratios seem 
consistent with what the 111orp might consist of if it had been transpor
ted to this area through the Yakima Canyon from the Kittitas Valley. 
However, as mentioned elsewhere, it is not known whether this gravel and 
the terrace-like gravel found capping the surrounding hills at an eleva
tion of 427 to 457 m (1.400 to 1,500 ft.), is an extension of the Thorp. 
111ese gravel deposits also resemble the Cowiche gravel of the Ahtanum 
Valley area to the south, and may be correlative to them. The only basis 
for correlation of these gravels with the Thorp or Cowiche gravel is 
the similar composition and degree of weathering of the clasts. Hore 
work needs to be done concerning all ·these deposits, and a better under
standing of the tectonic history of the two valleys (Kittitas and Ahtanum) 
and the intervening Manastash, Umtanum, and Yakima Ridges must be devel
oped before any possible correlations can be made. It is also possible 
that the basalt-rich gravels of the east block of this fault are an 
anomalous phase of the Ellensburg sediments, so that this fault offsets 
Ellensburg against Ellensburg. 

From the above, it is clear that the age of the fault cannot be 
determined precisely at this time. Certainly, it is of late Cenozoic 
age, but rio evidence exists for establishing a minimum age of the fault
ing. No volcanic ash or other datable material was found. If the 
basalt gravels of the fault could be correlated with the mainstream Thorp 
gravels of the Kittitas Valley, then a maximum date of approximately 4 
m.y. for faulting could be established. 

Northern Saddle Mountains and Smyrna Bench 

The late Cenozoic geology of the Saddle Mountains has been investi
gated previously by a number of authors, most recently by Grolier and 
Bingham, 1978; Lillie et al., 1978; Bingham et al., 1970; and Jones 
and Deacon, 1966. In spite of the detailed work performed, there remain 
several unanswered problems pertaining to the ages of faulting and sedi
mentation on Smyrna Bench and on the north flank of the Saddle Mountains. 

In this study, Campbell measured several detailed sections of 
Ringold Formation on Smyrna ~ench and tried to correlate these sections 
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with sediment exposed high on the north flank of the Saddle Mountains 
west of Smyrna Bench. In addition, a detailed map (at 1:12,000) was 
prepared of the north face of Smyrna Bench and the Saddle Mountains 
(Plate 11) and a search was made for any recent faults that might cut 
sediment younger than Ringold. 

Six stratigraphic sections were measured: at Taunton (E 1/2 sec. 7, 
T 15 N., R. 28 E.); at Corfu (S.E. 1/4 sec. 5, T. 15 N., R. 27 E.); at 
the Railroad "Y" at Smyrna-Royal City road (N.E. 1/4 sec. 32, T. 16 N., 
R. 26 _E.); at the town of Smyrna (S.W. 1/4 sec. 34, T. 16 N., R. 25 E.); 
at the powerline on Saddle Mountains. (S.W. 1/4 S.E. 1/4 sec. 31, T. 16 
N., R. 25 E.); ana at an outcropping of "white rocks" south of Jericho on 
the Saddle Mountains (N.E. 1/4 sec. 3, T. 15 N., R. 24 E.). 

It must be emphasized that correlating between sections is v-ery 
difficult and subject to alternate interpretations. Nevertheless, it 
seems possible to divide the "Ringold" in the northern Saddle Mountains 
into four units based on lithologic character. 

The four units are from the base: Unit 1, yellow brown or gray 
siltstone and sandy siltstone, thin bedded and weakly resistant with thin 
layers and stringers of caliche, of~en containing lenses of coarse basalt 
sand or grit; Unit 2, yellowish to medium brown 11 breccias 11 (fanglomerates) 
of subangular to angular basalt in a matrix of uncemented silt and sand, 
strongly resistant and cliff forming, with little or no caliche cement or 
stain; Unit 3, pale yellow to yellowish brown siltstones and sandy 
siltstones, often well-laminated and weakly resistant with lenses of 
caliche and basalt sand or grit; and Unit 4, "breccias" (fanglomerates) 
of sub-angular to angular basalt strongly cemented with caliche, resistant 
and cliff forming with a thick caliche cap. 

There is no evidence that any part of the Ringold exposed here is as 
old as the middle Ringold exposed at the White Bluffs in the Pasco Basin 
(no quartzite gravels indicating a Columbia or Snake River source). All 
must be upper Ringold or sediment that perhaps should not be called 
Ringold at all. 

Tne Taunton Section represents "typical" lacustrine Ringold sedi
ment, tentatively called Unit 3. Tne lower 7 m (23 ft.) may represent a 
fine-grained version of Unit 1. Between Taunton and Corfu is a large 
landslide and outcrops of Ringold are not exposed. 'The nature of the 
Ringold changes radically to the west at Corfu where fanglomerates, 
coarse grit and basalt sands alternate with siltstones. Tne upper 
fanglomerates (Unit 4) appear to be younger than the rest of the Ringold 
and for map purposes will be called Qfo, old fanglomerates. Tne clasts 
are less weathered and caliche cemented, similar to dissected old. fan
glomerates elsewhere in the southwestern Columbia Basin. (Samples of 
caliche coated pebbles from Unit 4 were collected for age determination.) 

From Corfu westward to the end of Smyrna Bench there is a thickening 
of the lower fanglomerate, Unit 2. Units 1 and 3 remain fairly constant 
in thickness but the upper fanglomerates, Unit 4, is thickest in the 
center of Smyrna Bench, east of the Railroad "Y" section. 

On the Saddle Mountains, west of Smyrna, sediments in t~o sections 
have been very tentatively correlated with the Ringold formation on 
Smyrna Bench. T~e powerline section is well-exposed from base to top and 
appears to be co~posed almost entirely of Unit 3 fanglomerates. However: 
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the "breccias" appear to be more rounded, have deeper weathering rinds 
and contain more Wanapum Basalt clasts. 

The "Whiterock" section, farther west, appears to be quite similar 
to Unit 1 on Smyrna Bench. Although part of this section is covered 
and it contains more clay near the base, a case can be made for calling 
it Ringold. Hore sections need to be measured and detailed sample 
analysis completed for conclusive proof. 

The elevation difference between Unit 1 at Smyrna and Unit 1 on 
Whiterock is roughly 300 m. (985 ft.). Although the horizontal distance 
between sections ls nearly 10 Km. (6 mi.), there is a str9P.~suggestion 
that there was appreciable movement on the Saddle Mountain~after the 
deposition of the Ringold Formation, approximately 4 m.y. B.P. Jnis 
agrees with previous work (see Reidel, 1978). The upper age limit of 
this fault is still undetermined. 

In 1978, during Campbell's reconnaissance mapping of the area, 
several potential recent fault scarps were seen on 1:62,500 scale air
photos of Smyrna Bench. 

In 1979, new photos at 1:24,000 scale were examined and the area was 
flown at low sun angles to search for faulting. The results indicate 
that there is no evidence for very recent faulting on Smyrna Bench. The 
linears originally seen in 1978 appear to be either steep dip slopes in 
the Elephant Mountain Basalt, slump blocks, or a faint westward expres
sion of the Smyrna Bench "graben." 

Grolier and Bingham, 1978, and Bingham, et al, 1970, have suggested 
that a "graben" separates Smyrna Bench from the Saddle Mountains, caused 
by northward block glide of the Ringold Formation. Jones and Deacon, 
1966, place a structural graben in the same location, developed as late. 
as historic times. Reidel (1979, personal communication) has suggested 
that fault drag along a thrust fault may have created a graben-like 
depression. Direct observation is difficult because the possible faults 
bounding the "graben" are covered by slide debris and loess. 

Campbell's observations generally support those made by Bingham, et 
al., 1970. However the graben could well be structural without any 
northward block glide in the Ringold Formation. It seems unlikely that 
block glide occurred because the upper fanglomerate appears smooth and 
unbroken in north-south gullies that dissect Smyrna Bench. Faults that 
formed the graben could also displace basalt as well as Ringold and carry 
deep into the subsurface. Although the graben dies out before reaching 
the west end of Smyrna Bench, faint markings on the loess show it to 
curve slightly to the northwest and line up with the Saddle Mountains 
fault -- more evidence for structural rather than gravity control. In 
other words, Campbell cannot find any .direct evidence to disprove the 
gravity control theory (Bingham, et al, 1970), but using their data, 
along with his own, Campbell believes he is able to make a case for a 
structural theory. The graben is presently being filled with alluvial 
fan debris, slide material and loess. 

There is no direct evidence that the graben was active in historic 
times as suggested by Jones and Deacon, 1966. Some landslide material is 
older than the graben as it rests on Ringold (and old fanglomerates) 
north of the graben. The upper age of the older slide debris is unknown, 
but the large slides east of Smyrna Bench near Corfu are probably post-
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catastrophic flood in age since no flood erratics could be found on the 
slide debris. 'The slides on Smyrna Bench could be of the same age 
suggesting (as have Bingham, et al, 1970) that the structural movement 
may be as young as 12,000 years B.P. 

One good way to search for an upper age limit for the structure 
would be to core drill the closed basins within the graben. 'These basins 
are being filled with loess and alluvium. Any ash, micro fossils, or 
caliche that could be recovered from the closed basins would put an upper 
age limit on fault movement along the graben. 

Selah Butte Area 

Several faults cut basalt and Upper Ellensburg Formation sediment on 
Selah Butte (south Umtanum Ridge) about 8 km (5 miles) northeast.of 
Selah. some of the small reverse faults can be ~een in road cuts on 
I-82. Waters ( 1955) and Bentley (WPPSS mapping, 1977b) have previously 
identified faulting in this area. 'The faults do not cut the surface and 
are assumed to be quite old. However, Waters in 1955 mapped a unit (Teb) 
he called a basalt conglomerate that was displaced by faulting. On the 
chance that this unit might be much younger than the Upper Ellensburg, 
the area was re-examined in August, 1979. 

Exposures of the basalt conglomerate crop out in a narrow belt along 
Burbank Creek and upper Selah Creek on the north flank of Selah Butte 
fold (see Waters, 1955, Plate 1). Dips of the unit (and underlying 
Ellensburg Formation) vary from 30° to 800 N.E. One of the best 
exposures of the conglomerate can be sien at the S.E. 1/4, sec. 5, T. 
14 N., R. 20 E., Pomona quadrangle, on the Yakima Firing Center. 

Although the unit was called a conglomerate by Waters, at least 75% 
of the basalt fragments are subangular or angular in shape, the rest 
being quite round. A count of 100 clasts in two different localities 
shows 100% basalt ranging from 2.54 to 10.16 cm (1 to 4 in.) in size. 
Fragments of Wanapum (Frenchman Springs and Roza) and Saddle Mountains 
(Pomona) Basalt are abundant in the conglomerate. 'The matrix consists of 
coarse sand through silt-sized, angular basalt as void filling or as thin 
lenses and pods. Tne gravel is caliche-coated but not tightly cemented 
at the top. In this respect, it is slightly different than much of the 
Qfo (old fanglomerates) observed in the Yakima area. A caliche-coated 
pebble sample was collected for age dating. 'There was no evidence of ash 
or pumicite anywhere in the gravel. 

'The unit probably represents an old alluvial fan that was deposited 
on the Upper Ellensburg prior to the final uplift of Selah Butte. It was 
not possible to determine the area from which the material was d~rived 
but the depositing stream must have cut well into the Wanapum Basalt. It 
is suggested that upper Selah Creek (which lines up with Burbank Creek) 
may have contributed the sediment during early uplift of the ridge. 
Continued uplift diverted Selah Creek southward to its present course. 
Tnere is no evidence that the Yakima River was involved in the deposition 
of this gravel. 

In conclusion, although the exact age of the gravel is still unknown, 
it appears to be related to early folding of Selah Butte. All available 
field evidence indicated that the faults in this area are older than late 
Cenozoic. 
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Miscellaneous Areas 

In addition to the areas of faulting discussed above, at least two 
other areas in the southwest quadrant may contain minor faulting. 

Campbell and Othberg noted (during this study) a minor fault zone 
exposed in a roadcut at approximately 591 m (1,940 ft.), offsetting 
supra-basalt Ellensburg fluvial sediments north of Naches (SE 1/4 sec. 
33, T. 15 N., R. 17 E.). The five faults trend approximately due north, 
dip vertically to 700 W., and have a total displacement of up to approxi
mately 6.1 m (20 ft.), although displacement along each individual fault 
is much less than this. 

Similar minor faulting was observed in the post-basalt Ell~nsburg 
sediments on the west end of Snipes Mountain near Granger. Exposed in an 
abandoned claypit (SW 1/4 sec. 22, T. 10 N., R. 21 E.) at an elevation of 
approximately 259 m (850 ft.), the series of faults dip at shallow angles 
in a westerly direction. 

NORTHWEST QUADRANT 

A number of faults occur within the northwest quadrant, however, the 
majority of them seem to be restricted to the Columbia River Basalt and 
older rocks. As with the southwest quadrant, many of the major basalt 
folds and older structures in this quadrant are not overlain by late 
Cenozoic sediments, so that it is not possible, in all cases, to deter
mine the minimum age of many of the faults found here. 

Kittitas Valley 

In the Kittitas Valley, there are three structures that have been 
mapped as faults of late Cenozoic age. These are the Wilson, Reecer, and 
Dry Creek faults of Martin (1977). 

The southernmost postulated fault lies immediately north of Ellens
burg in sec. 25, T. 18 N., R. 18 E., and in secs. 28, 29, and 30, T. 18 
N., R. 19 E. Termed the Wilson Creek fault, Martin postulated its 
existence on the basis of the alignment of a series of low ridges of 
Tnorp Gravel which he thought were elevated on the southern block of the 
fault. In his study, Martin suggested that the age of the fault was 
post-Tnorp to pre-Kittitas (drift), or between 120,000 and 3.7 m.y., as 
the Kittitas terrace deposits which overlie the fault, were not offset. 

A ground examination conducted during the present study failed to 
find any additional evidence of a fault. No offsetting relationships in 
the Thorp gravels, or any other units, were observed, and no surface 
scarps were noted, other than the artificial "scarp" created by the 
alignment of the Tnorp Gravel ridges. Tne existence of this fault seems 
highly speculative. 

Another postulated fault (Martin, 1977) lies along Reecer Creek 
between sec. 1, T. 18 N., R. 17 E., and sec. 5. T. 18 N., R. 19 E. As 
with the Wilson Creek structure, Martin postulated the existence of this 
fault (Reecer Creek fault) primarily on the presence of a series of 
aligned Tnorp Gravel ridges. However, he also conducted ground magnetic 
and seismic refraction traverses across the fault trace at four loca-
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tions. One of the four magnetic traverses indicated an anomaly in the 
position postulated for the fault. Martin (1977) stated that the results 
of the geophysical investigations were inconclusive. 

During the present study, ground examination failed to reveal any 
evidence of a fault along Reecer Creek. As with the Wilson Creek fault, 
its existence too seems tenuous. 

'The third and last structure mapped as a fault in the Kittitas 
Valley by Hartin (1977), is found along Dry Creek in sec. 13, 14 and 15, 
T. 19 N., R. 17 E. Termed the Dry Creek fault, Hartin stated that the 
bedrock (lower Ya~ima Basalt) is offset directly against the Ellensburg 
Formation ( SW 1/ 4 sec. 14). He also stated that the Tnorp gravel is 
probably displaced by this fault, but adds that it is also possible 
that the 'Thorp Gravel may be filling a depression caused by the fault. 
Martin extended the fault for about 4.8 km (3 mi.) based on topographic 
expression and actual offset. Geophysical investigations were conducted 
across this fault also, with similar inconclusive results in the ground 
magnetic survey. 

Rigby (this study) located the offsetting relationship noted above 
in the SW 1/4 sec. 14. A fault displacing the Yakima Basalt and the 
Ellensburg Formation with relative movement upward on the southern block 
of the fault is present. It could not be determined, however, if the 
'Thorp gravels were also faulted. A northward-dipping Tnor? Gravel
Ellensburg Formation contact was found in the NE 1/4 sec.15, along 
the east side of Highway 97, near the position indicated by Hartin. 
Although probably representing a fault, other contact relationships could 
not be ruled out due to the lack of exposure. No units younger than the 
'Thorp were observed to be offset by the fault. If the T.~orp is faulted 
at.this location, latest movement along this fault would have occurred 
sometime after approximately 3.7 m.y. B.P. 

Beebe Terrace Disturbance 

North of Wenatchee, along the western margin of the Columbia Basin, 
Clayton (1977) described offse4s in terrace deposits of glaciolacustrine 
silts. Exposed in a borrow pit in the SE 1/4 sec. 16, T. 27 N., R. 23 E., 
near the town of Beebe, Clayton termed this feature the "Beebe Terrace 
Disturbance." After mapping the pit and surrounding area in detail, 
Clayton concluded that the dip-slip offsets of a few centimeters to 
meters (inches to a few feet) in the bedding planes of the silts, were 
not tectonically induced. Instead, he believed the offsets to have 
developed in response to differential compaction and/or "shove" resulting 
from the silts being overridden by an ice mass (probably the Okanogan 
lobe), ~ubsequent to their deposition. 

A surface examination of these silts during the present study has 
not been able to add anything to the study and conclusions of Clayton 
(1977). 
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Winesap Lineament 

'Th.e Winesap lineament (Clayton, 1977) is located approximately 13 km 
(8 mi.) north of Orondo in an apple orchard and wheat field near Brays 
Landing on the southeast side of the Columbia River. 'Th.e feature appears 
as a faint lineament trending about N 45o Won air photos and in low 
sun-angle aerial observation. In his investigation, Clayton had two 
trenches excavated across the trend of the lineament. Based on his 
interpretation of the exposures in the trenches, he concluded that there 
was no faulting associated with the lineament. Rather, cut and fill 
structures noted in the surficial sands and gravels indicated a fluvial 
or1g1n. He could not trace the lineament beyond the immediate vicinity 
of the western and southern parts of sec. 23, T. 26 N., R. 21 E. No 
projection of the trend of the lineament into the granitic bedrock of the 
area could be found. 

As the trenches have been backfilled, the present writer, in an 
evaluation of the lineament, could do little more than agree with Clay
ton's interpretation. 'Th.e lineament was observed on aerial photography, 
but no surface expression could be found. Nor could an extension of the 
feature be found in the granitic country rock across the Columbia River 
to the northwest, or in the basalt of the Waterville Plateau to the 
southeast. As suggested by Clayton, this feature does not appear to be 
fault related, but more probably represents a straight segment of an 
older stream channel in the inactive alluvial fan underlying the Brays 
Landing area. 

NORTHEAST QUADRANT 

T.~e northeast part of the Basin is lacking major structures and 
faults, but the basalt bedrock of this quadrant does contain a rather 
extensive fracture system. 'Th.e Cheney fracture zone, (Griggs, 1966), 
consists of a system of linear fractures forming narrow, shallow 
troughs in the basalt south and west of Cheney (figure 5). No observable 
offset in the bedrock or sediments has been detected in association with 
the fractures. 'Th.e individual linear fractures are aligned into a zone 
of fractures trending approximately N 550 W. Although the existence of 
the fracture zone was known previously, mapping during this project has 
extended the zone to the northwest. It is now known to extend from near 
Bonnie Lake to Tyler, Washington, where it appears to be transposed 
easterly to Cheney. From Cheney, the fractures pass through the hamlet 
of Hedical Lake to just west of Reardan, Washington. 

'Th.e fracture system is probably quite old as no deformation was 
noted in the sediments overlying basalt, and the fracture zone has a 
trend similar to that of faults in basement rocks in adjacent Idaho and 
northern Washington. 

'Th.e only late Cenozoic faulting observed in the northeast quadrant 
to date, has been a small reverse fault found recently by Kiver in 
lacustrine (Nespelem?) sediments, 8 km (5 mi.) northeast of Spangle, 
Washington. Located in the bank of Rock Creek, a tributary of Latah 
(Hangman) Creek in the SW 1/4 sec. 12, T. 23 N., R. 43 E., the single 
offset dips northerly at an apparent angle of 300. 'Th.e amount of offset 
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i5 difficult to e5timate, but may be 2 m (6.5 ft.) or more. 1he lacu5-
trine 5ediments containing the off5et are approximately 8 m (26 ft.) 
thick, and are separated from a lower, undeformed 5ection of 5imilar
appearing sediments by a coarse (cata5trophic flood?) gravel unit. 1he 
whole section rests on the modern floodplain of the 5tream, while the top 
of the 5ection forms a flat terrace 5Urface at approximately 730 m (2,400 
ft.). Kiver has been unable to trace the offset beyond the outcrop, and 
no trace of it is visible on air photographs. 

1he age and cause of the fault is unknown, but it is probably no 
older than the late Pleistocene. 

SOUTHEAST QUADRANT 

During this study, Webster mapped two minor faults in the southeast 
quadrant in which late Cenozoic sediments overlie basalt. A small 
reverse fault in the basalt. found in a roadcut southeast of Walla Walla 
(NW 1/4, SW 1/4, NE 1/4 sec. 31, T. 7 N., R. 37 E., Buroker quadrangle) 
appears to cut the overlying fluvial gravels and an older loess, but does 
not deform the overlying younger loess. Unfortunately, the age of these 
sedimentary units is not known with any precision; therefore, the age of 
the fault remains unknown. 1here is a second fault in basalt nearby (N. 
1/2 SE 1/4 NE 1/4 sec. 31, T. 7 N., R. 37 E.) that i5 probably related 
to it. 'The trend of these faults is approximately north-northeast, 
generally the same trend as that of the Hite fault found in the basalt 
along the northwest edge of the Blue Mountains in Washington. 

1here are other long-recognized faults associated with the Blue 
Mountains, but to date none have been found offsetting late Cenozoic 
sediments (including the Hite fault). 

As pointed out by Flint (1938) and Lupher (1944), deformation is 
found in the Touchet beds of this region, however. Webster located 
four exposures showing offsets in the Touchet sediments southwest of 
Walla Walla. These are found along roadcuts and are located as follows: 

1. 

2. 

NW 1/4 SW 1/4 NE 1/4 
quadrangle, Oregon. 
NE 1/4 SE 1/4 SW 1/4 
quadrangle, Oregon. 

sec. 

sec. 

22, T. 6 N., R. 34 

25, T. 6 N. , R. 34 

t" ,_. ' Waterr:ian 

C. •• Waterman 

3. W 1/2 SW 1/4 SW 1/4 sec. 14, T. 7 N., R. 33 E., Touchet quad
rangle, Washington. 

4. SW 1/4 NW 1/4 SE 1/4 sec. 32, T. 7 N., R. 32 .• Zanger Junction 
quadrangle, Washington. 

Tne off.3ets range from a few centimeters (inches) to two meters (6. 5 
ft.) and trend northwesterly (generally parallel to the trend of the 
postulated Olympic Wallowa lineament, and parallel to most of the dikes 
and joints in the Columbia River Basalt of the area). Other than the 
similar trends, no genetic connection is known to exist between these 
structures, however. Most of the four offsets noted in the Touchet beds 
are of the "normal" sense. 

Flint (1938) thought that the zones of intense folding, miniature 
recumbent folding and overthrust3 in the Touchet beds he observed were 
due to" ... contemporaneous deformation, probably by slumping and 
.sliding of water-saturated silt on gentle subaqueous slopes." 1he 
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deformed Touchet localities he described were underlain and overlain by 
undeformed materials. Lupher (1944) found the deformation of the Touchet 
to be more of a "gentle undulatory structure" which sometimes passed into 
kettleshaped sags. In these sags, he noted"· .. recumbent folds ... , 
normal steep faults, and broken and tumbled strata .•.• " He believed 
these features formed as a result of melting of buried ice. 

Webster has suggested the possibility that the offsets he noted may 
have resulted from local earthquakes due to isostatic adjustments from 
the ponding of Glacial Lake Missoula floodwaters behind Wallula Gap. 
Alternately, he.p9ints out, they may represent phases of late-stage 
faulting of the region. It is probable, however, that the offsets owe 
their origin to slumping during sedimentation. Whatever their origin, 
the offsets are quite recent in age, perhaps no more than approximately 
12,000 - 13,000 years old. 

The southeast quadrant also contains structures similar to the 
linear fractures in the basalt of the northeast quadrant. Trimble (1950) 
described a series of northwesterly-trending linear channels incised into 
the basalt bedrock between the Snake River and Washtucna Coulee, near the 
Palouse River. As with the fractures of Griggs (1966), Trimble believed 
these channels resulted from regional jointing induced in the basalt. 
Unlike the fracture zone around Cheney, however, Trimble (1950) did find 
what he believed to be a minor displacement in the floor of one of the 
channels. However, there is no evidence to suggest that this displace
ment or the formation of the initial joint system is of late Cenozoic 
age. On the contrary, as pointed out by Trimble, the jointing probably 
formed when the basalt of this part of the Columbia Basin was deformed. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

In order to arrive at the goal of a comprehensive and accurate model 
of the tectonic history of the Columbia Basin of Washington through a 
study of the late Cenozoic sediments of the basin, the following lines of 
study should be pursued. All of the areas mentioned will enhance an 
understanding of the chronology, stratigraphy, and structure of the study 
area, which, in turn, will aid in the development of a tectonic model of 
the basin. 

The following recommendations have been separated into stratigraphic 
areas of investigation and areas of structural investigation: 

STRATIGRAPHY 

A. Detailed stratigraphic and sedimentologic studies of the Ringold and 
Ellensburg Formations should be undertaken to determine their stratigraphic 
relationships, and whether they are correlative with each other, as has 
been speculated. The Thorp Gravel of the Kittitas Valley and the basalt
rich gravels of the Ahtanum Valley and vicinity also require additional 
investigation to determine their origin, age and source, and relationship 
to each other and the Ellensburg Formation. 
B. The stratigraphic position and chronology of the older fanglomerates 
exposed in the southwestern part of the study area needs refinement. 
This is critical because some of these deposits occur on Smyrna Bench, an 
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area of possible late Cenozoic fault activity. 
C. A study to determine the age and history of landslides in the Basin, 
especially those found along the fold ridges, should be conducted. This 
would be useful in dating some of the faults associated with some of these 
ridges. 
D. A sedimentary analysis of the major gravel units should be under-
taken to include the composition, depositional history, and provenance of 
the rocks. Following this, the relationship of the gravels to the 
chronology of all other gravels, adjacent rock units, and the tectonics 
of the source areas and depositional basins should be determined. These 
analyses would enhance knowledge of the chronology of the latest Columbia 
River basalts and the tectonics of the Columbia Basin. 
E. A comprehensive study of the loesses, especially the Palouse-and 
older loess, should be initiated. The study should include an exam
ination of the volcanic tephra, contained in some of the loesses, and the 
paleomagnetic properties of the loess, in order to arrive at a better 
chronologic and stratigraphic understanding of the loess. A thorough 
study of the buried paleosols formed on the loess, and distributional 
patterns of the various loess units, would also aid in chronologic and 
stratigraphic understanding of the loesses and other sedimentary units. 
Study of the loess units and associated paleosols would also aid in 
deciphering Pleistocene history and the timing, number, and extent of 
glacial and interglacial episodes in the Columbia Basin. 
F. Increased sedimentological, chronologic, and stratigraphic analyses 
of the various catastrophic flood deposits should be performed to deter
mine the number and timing of floods, source areas, and relationships 
between floods and glaciations. This is critical to arriving at a more 
complete understanding of Pleistocene events and history of the area. 
More extensive use of the U/Th caliche-dating method of flood gravels 
should be made to provide better chronologic control for the gravels. 
In association with analyses of flood deposits, a detailed study of the 
enigmatic terraces and other deposits found in major river valleys should 
be undertaken to determine their composition, structure, method of 
origin, and relationship to recognized flood and glacial deposits and 
events. 
G. The potential tectonic deformation of lacustrine sediments in the 
study area should be examined. It has been shown elsewhere that moderate 
earthquakes in proximity to lakes deform the accumulating lake sediments, 
although soft sediments can be deformed in other ways. Many of the scab
land lakes may contain an extensive sedimentation record, involving 
varves and tephra deposition over the past several thousand years, A 
selected number of these lakes should be cored for determination of their 
tectonic history. Tne varves and tephra would provide necessary chrono
logic control for dating the tectonic event(s), and determination of the 
deformation ot the varved sequences would provide a measure of the 
magnitude of the tectonic event(s). 

STRUCTURE 

A. As a minimum, all post-basalt faults, suspected faults, and regions 
of complex structure mentioned in this report should be given exhaustive 
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ground examination to verify and to try to date more closely the age of 
deformation present. Also, the cause of the displacements in the Touchet 
and other fine sediments needs to be given closer attention than was 
possible in this study. 
8. Although not a late Cenozoic "problem," the relationship of the 
basalt fracture zones to similarly trending faults in basement rocks in 
Idaho and northern Washington should be investigated further. Likewise, 
in the two eastern quadrants, a geophysical and subsurface coring exam
ination of the Palouse Hills would be a worthwhile activity to undertake 
to determine the oature of the preloess surface. Information gleaned 
from these studies· would aid in determining the nature and structure of 
the "basement" in this extensive area. A tectonic model of the ~olumbia 
Basin cannot be complete without accurate information and knowledge of 
this part of the Basin. 
C. Ille significance of air photo and satellite imagery lineaments seen 
in various parts of the study area could be investigated further. After 
elimination of obvious cultural and other nongeological caused linears, a 
ground examination of the remaining significant linears should be con
ducted to determine origin and geologic significance. 

SUMMARY 

Ille program objectives were met. All areas of the Columbia Basin of 
Washington with overlying late Cenozoic sediments were reconnaissance 
mapped and a stratigraphic framework was constructed. In addition, 
several areas of post-basalt faulting or suspected faulting were identi
fied and mapped. 

In the southwest quadrant, areas of known or suspected (post-basalt) 
faulting are Toppenish Ridge, Ahtanum Ridge, the northern Saddle Moun
tains and Smyrna Bench, the Horse Heaven Hills and Selah Butte, and East 
Selah Fault. Illere is minor faulting in the supra-basalt Ellensburg 
sediments north of Naches and on the west end of Snipes Mountain. 

In the northwest quadrant, postulated faulting in the Kittitas 
Valley was investigated and, except for the Dry Creek Fault, was not 
confirmed to exist. Ille Beebe Ter~ace disturbance and the Winesap 

c.1,,c../" S ,.,. .. 

lineament were examined and noAevidence for a fault (tectonic) origin was 
found. 

In the northeast quadrant, only one possible fault of late Cenozoic 
age was located. Ille origin of the offset in lacustrine silts on Rock 
Creek is unknown. Similar minor offsets were noted by Webster in the 
Touchet sediments of the southeast quadrant. It is possible that the 
defer.nation in the Touchet beds and in the Rock Creek locality was caused 
by slumping during or subsequent to sedimentation, although other theories, 
including relatively recent tectonic faulting, cannot be ruled out. 

In addition to faulting, numerous occurrences of intense folding 
were noted in the sedimentary units overlying the Columbia River Basalt 
of the Columbia Basin. Evidence was presented showing deformation in the 
supra-basalt Ellensburg Formation, Ringold Formation, Gravels of the 
Ancestral Columbia River, Illorp gravels, and part of the gravels in the 
Gravels of Terrace Remnants unit. Since the age of most of these units 
is unknown, the age of deformation (folding and faulting) is also not 
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known with any prec1s1on. Many of these areas require in-depth field 
work and analysis in order to gain a more concise understanding of the 
geology, and in particular, the tectonics, of this extensive and diverse 
area. 
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APPENDIX A - TEPHROCHRONOLOGY AND IDENTIFICATION OF COLLECTED DATABLE 
MATERIALS 

Numerous times throughout the Quaternary, stratovolcanoes of the 
Cascade Range have erupted, depositing volcanic tephra downwind over 
extensive areas to the east, downwind, in sediments of the Columbia 
Basin. Deposited over broad areas in an instant of geologic time, a 
layer of buried volcanic ash serves as a near-perfect time-stratigraphic 
horizon. 

Tilree Cascade volcanoes in particular have proved to be extremely 
valuable in the dating of late Pleistocene and subsequent events in th~ 
Columbia Basin: Mount St. Helens and Glacier Peak, in Washington, and 
Mount Mazama (Crater Lake), in Oregon. 

Radiocarbon dates on mollusk and snail shells, and organic material 
found in sediments containing Glacier Peak ash, have shown Glacier Peak 
erupted more than once between approximately 12,750, to 11,250 c14 
years B.P. (Fryxell, 1965; Ives and others, 1967; Chatters, 1968; Lemke 
and others, 1975; Mehringer, Blinman, and Petersen, 1977; Mehringer, 
Arno, and Petersen, 1977). Similar dating of Mount Mazama tephra from 
various areas of the Pacific Northwest has yielded a date centered upon 
approximately 6,700 c14 years B.P. (Powers and Wilcox, 1964; Fryxell, 
1965; Randle and others, 1971; Kittleman, 1973; Lemke and others, 1975; 
Mehringer, Blinman, and Petersen, 1977). Examination and dating of Mount 
St. Helens tephra has demonstrated at least nine major periods of erup
tions, ranging from as old as approximately 35,000 to as recently as 150 
c14 years B.P. (Lawrence, 1954; Mullineaux, 1964; Hyde, 1973; Crandell 
and Mullineaux, 197~; Mullineaux and others, 1972, 1975, 1977). Of the 
several Mount St. Helens eruptions, of particular usefulness to the 
stratigraphy of the Columbia Basin in the past have been set S, dated at 
between approximately 12,500 to 13,500 c14 years B.P., and set J, dated 
at approximately 8,000 to 12,000 c1 4 years B.P. Tilese, along with the 
Glacier Peak and Mazama ashes; have been used extensively to date catas
trophic flood deposits (Mullineaux and others, 1977), the age and rate of 
retreat of the late Pleistocene Okanogan ice lobe (Porter, 1978), and have 
aided in the establishment of the loess stratigraphy mentioned earlier, 
In addition, they have been of use in the dating of archaeological sites 
found with the Basin (Fryxell and others, 1968; Moody, 1978). 

Due to the chronological significance of the various ashes found in 
sediments of the Basin, numerous tephra samples were collected by project 
personnel to aid in the dating of geologic events and units. Various 
caliche horizons were sampled for dating, and a few c14 datable materials 
were found with which to date events. Sample numbers and locations 
follow: all samples remain to be dated or identified (ashes). Part I 
lists tephra samples; Part II, caliche samples; and Part III lists the 
samples datable by c14. 
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PART I - LOCATION OF COLLECTED TEPHRA SAMPLES 

Sample Number Location Collector* Probab e Ash** 

ex 1000 NW 1/ 4 sec.16,T.17N.R.20E. NC Mz 
1001 NW 1/ 4 sec.16, T.17N.R.20E. N Hz 

ex 1002 SW. 1 / 4 sec.4, T.15N.R.19E. N Hz 
1003 ·sw 1 / 4 sec.4,T.15N.R.19E. N Hz 

ex 1004 SW 1 / 4 sec.22, T.15N.R.19E. n Hz 

ex 1005 NW 1/ 4 sec.17, T.15N.R. 19E. fl Hz 

ex 1006 w 1/2 sec.22,T. 13N.R.23E fl Hz and Unknown 
ex 1007 w 1/2 sec.22,T.13N.R.23E fl Mz and Unknown 

ex 1008 SW 1/ 4 sec.21,T. 14N.R.20E. fl Hz 

ex 1009 SW 1/ 4 sec.26,T.10N.R.18E. fl SH 

ex 1010 SW 1/ 4 sec. 31 , T. 1 ON. R. 20E. fl SH 
ex 1011 SW 1/ 4 sec.31,T.10N.R.20E. n SH 

ex 1012 SE 1 / 4 sec.6,T.9N.R.21E. It SH 

ex 1013 SW 1/ 4 sec. 7, T. 11 N. R. 20E. rt SH 

ex 1014 SE 1/ 4 sec.6, T.10N.R.22E. fl SH 

ex 1015 NW 1 / 4 sec.30,T.10N.R.22E. " SH 

ex 1016 NW 1/4 sec.31,T.9N.R.23E. n SH 

ex 1017 SW 1 / 4 sec.30,T.9N.R.23E. " Mz 

ex 1018 NW 1/4 sec.6,T.6N.R.25E. II SH 

ex 1019 SE 1 / 4 sec.33,T.5N.R.23E. 11 Hz 

ex 1020 SW 1 / 4 sec.20,T.8N.R.25E. " Mz 

ex 1021 NE 1 / 4 sec.8,T.8N.R.27E. 11 Mz 

ex 1022 s 1/2 sec.20,T.6N.R.30E. 11 Mz 

ex 1023 NE 1/4 sec. 18, T. 8tL R. 22E 11 SH 

ex 1024 NE 1/ 4 sec.22,T.5N.R.23E 11 SH 
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Sample Number Location Collector* Probable Ash** 

ex 1025 SE 1/4 sec.3,T.8N.R.18E NC Mz 

ex 1026 SE 1/4 sec.20, T. 3N. ,R.19E. II Mz 

ex 3000 SW 1/4 sec.33,T.23N.,R.42E. EK upper-unknown 
ex 3001 SW 1/4 sec.33,T.23N.,R.42E. II lower-unknown 

ex 4000 NE ·1/4 sec.33,T.25N.,R.40E. DS SH 
ex 4001 NE 1/4 sec.33,T,25N.,R.40E. II unknown 

ex 5001 SE 1/4 sec.12,T.31N.,R.37E. GW unknown 

ex 5002 NE 1/4 sec. 10, T. 14N. , R. 40E. II unknown 

ex 5003 SW 1/4 sec.35,T.13N.,R.36E. II Mz 

ex 5004 N'tl 1/ 4 sec.27, T.12N. ,R.33E. " upper-unknown 
ex 5005 NW 1/4 sec.27,T.12N.,R.33E. II lower-unknown 

ex 5006 SW 1/4 sec.8,T.7N.,R.35E. " unknown 

ex 5007 SE 1/4 sec.14,T.8N.,R.33E. II unknown 

ex 5008 NW 1/4 sec. 8, T. 12N. , R. 4 3E. It unknown 

ex 5009 SE 1/ 4 sec.9,T.8N.,R.32E. II unknown 

ex 5010 NE 1/ 4 sec.22,T.7N.,R.33E. II unknown 

ex 6000 SE 1/4 sec.24, T.9N. ,R. 31E. JR Mz 

ex 4007 NE 1/4 sec.33,T.25N.,R.40E. DS unknown 
ex 4008 NE 1/4 sec.33,T.25N.,R.40E. II unknown 

ex 4009 SW1/4,SE1/4 sec.24,T.25N.,R.40E. II Mz 

ex 4010 NE1/4,SW1/4,sec.17,T.25N.,R.41E. 11 . Mz 

ex 4011 SW 1/4 sec.6,T.24N. ,R.41E. II unknown 

ex 4012 NE 1/ 4 sec. 33, T. 25N. , R. 40E. II unknown 

ex 4014A NW1 / 4, NE 114sec. 6, T. 23N. , R. 42E. II unknown 
ex 40148 NW1/4,NE1/4sec.6,T.23N.,R.42E. II unknown 

ex 10 NE 1/ 4 sec.33,T.16N. ,R.19E. NC unknown 

ex 10 SW 1/4 sec. 24, T. 11tl., R. 16E. II unknown 
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Sample Number Location Collector* Probable Ash** 

ex 10 SW 1/4 sec. 32, T.10N. ,R.19E. NC unknown 

ex 10 NW 1/4 sec.28, T.10N. ,R.17E. II Hz 

ex 10 NW 1/4 sec.6, T.9N. ,R.18E. II unknown 

ex 10 SE; 1/4 sec.5, T.9N. ,R.17E. II unknown 

ex 2010 nw 1/4 sec.12,T.24N.,R.22E. LH Hz 

ex 2011 W~1/4,NE1/4sec.14,T.30N.,R.29E. II Mz 

ex 2012 NE1/4,NE1/4sec.29,T.27N.,R.23E. 11 Hz 

ex 2013 SW1 / 4, NW 1/ 4sec. 12, T. 26N. , R. 22E. II GP 
ex 201u SW1/4,NW1/4sec.12,T.26N.,R.22E. " GP 
ex 2015 SW1/4,NW1/4sec.12,T.26N.,R.22E. " GP 

ex 2050 SW1/4,NE1/4sec.19,T.33N.,R.27E. 11 Hz 

ex 2051 NE 1/4 sec.29,T.32N.,R.28E. II Hz 

ex 2052 SE1/4,SE1/4sec.14,T.28N.,R.25E. 11 GP 
ex 2053 SE 1/ 4, SE1/4sec. 14, T. 28N., R. 25E. II GP 
ex 2054 SE1/4,SE1/4sec.14,T.28N.,R.25E. n GP 
ex 2055 SE 1 / 4, SE 1 / 4s ec. 14, T. 28N. , R. 25E. tt GP 

ex 2056 SW1/4,SW1/4sec.14,T.28N.,R.25E. ti GP 

ex 2057 NW1/4,SE1/4sec.10,T.28N. ,R.25E. II ? 

ex 2058 SE1/4,NE1/4sec.2,T.28N.,R.25E. II Mz 

ex 2059 SE 1/ 4, SW 1 / 4sec. 16, T. 29N. , R. 26E. 11 Mz 

ex 2060 NW1/4, SW1/4sec. 11, T. 26N., R. 22E. n GP 

ex 2061 NW1/4,SW1/4sec.11,T.26N.,R.22E. " . GP 

ex 2062 SE1/4,NE1/4sec.30,T.27N.,R.23E. " GP 

ex 2063 NW 1 / 4, NW 1 / 4s ec. 6, T. 3 1 N. , R. 25 E. 11 SH 

ex 2064 NW1/4,NE1/4sec.13, T.20N. ,R.22E. 11 SH 
ex 2065 NWl/4, NE1/4sec. 13, T. 20N., R. 22E. " SH 
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PART II - CALICHE (PETROeALCIC SOIL) SAMPLES 

Sample Number Location Collector* Age 

ex 4002 Old Maid Coulee DS unknown 

ex 4003 NE1/4,SE1/4sec.19,T.25N.,R.45E. It unknown 

ex 4004 NE ·1;4 sec.21,T.25N. ,R.45E. " unknown 

ex 4006 NE1/4,SW1/4sec.17,T.21N.,R.33E. It unknown 

ex 10 NW 1/ 4 sec.22,T.13N.,R.19E. NC unknown 

ex 10 SW 1/4 sec.13, T.13N. ,R.19E. II unknown 

ex 10 SW 1/ 4 sec.29,T.13N.,R.20E. II unknown 

ex 10 NW 1/4 sec. 23, T. 13N. , R. 18E. It unknown 

ex 10 SW 1/4 sec.33, T.10N. ,R.19E. II unknown 

ex 10 NE 1/4 sec. 4, T. 9N. , R. 18E. II unknown 

ex 10 pumicite SW1/4 sec.24, T.11N. ,R.16E. " unknown 

ex 10 pumicite SE1/4 sec. 33, T.15N. ,R.17E. II unknown 

ex 10 pumicite NW1/4 sec. 15, T. 13N. , R. 18E. " unknown 

ex 10 pumicite extreme top of Naches " unknown 
Grade road 
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PART III - c14 DATABLE SAMPLES 

Sample Number Location Collector* 

ex 4005 wood - SW1/4 sec.5,T.26N.,R.43E. DS unknown 

ex 4013 .:ihell.s II unknown 

ex 5000 bone - SE1/4 .sec. 17, T. 17N. , R. 31 E. Gr/ unknown 

ex 10 SE1/4 sec. 3, T. 9N., R. 19E. NC - unknown 

ex 2101 peat - NE1/4SW1/4 .sec.16, T.20N. ,R.22E. LH unknown 

ex 2102 wood SE1/4NE1/4 .sec.19, T. 29N. ,R.26E II unknown 

* Abbreviations are as follows: NC (N. Campbell); LH (L. Hanson); EK 
(E. Kiver); JR (J. Rigby); OS (D. Stradling); G'.-1 (G. Webster) 

•• Probable ash source areas: Mz (Mount Mazama); SH (Mount St. Helens); 
GP (Glacier Peak) 
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APPENDIX B - DESCRIPTION OF FIELD MAPPING UNITS 

NORTHEAST QUADRANT 

NORTHWEST QUADRANT 

SOUTHWEST QUADRANT 

SOUTHEAST QUADRANT 



Qd 

Qal 

Qaf 

Ql 

Qls 

Qm 

Qtg 

Qgy 

Qt 

Qn 

Qfu 

Qfp 

Qfs 

Qfed 

Qfex 

Qgo 

Qp 

Qfo 

QTr 

IIORTHEAST QUACAAHT 

recent SJnd dunes, all inactive. 

recent alluviUll 

alluvial fan sediments. 

sediments of recently drained lakes as Nei.man Lake and Saltese Flats, in
cludes peat and possible. alluvial sediments. 

landslide deposits of variable age. 

meadow deposits of lacustral, pa,-udal, and/or eolian materials; age from 
last catastrophic flood to present. 

stream or flood terrace gravels in major valleys, post-latest flood in age. 

younger glacial deposits; morainal material to north around Lake Ps.::-td 
Oreille, and Springdale (north of study area), reir~inder predominantly out
wash in Spokane valley area, and outwash in Little Chc;:.()kane Creek area. 

Touchet beds; thin-bedded silts locally containing volcanic ash and basalt, 
very limited in extent in northeast quadrant. 

Nespelem silts and other lacustrine deposits related to glacial lakes along 
Columbia and Spokane Rivers. 

Missoula flood deposits, undifferentiated. 

Missoula flood pendant bars. 

Missoula flood shoulder -:c..:rs. 

Missoula flood eddy bars. 

Missoula flood expansion bars. 

older glacial deposits of Bull Lake or early Pinedale age. Includes deeply 
weathered glaciolacustrine clays and sands north of W~11pinit. 

Palouse Formation; eolian loess of tan to brown silt, maximum thickness .F 
250 feet, locally very thin. 

older flood gravel, as at Revere, Marengo, ~~call; poorly sorted, thought to 
be Bull Lake or pre-Bull lake in age. 

Ringold Formation; predominantly lacustrine silt and clay, restricted to 
southwest corner of quadrant. 

Tcr Columbia River Basalt, undifferentiated. Locally conuins thin er patchy 
cover of flood or eolian deposits. 

pT pre-Tertiary roc~s. granitic, meta-sedimentary; to pre-Caabrian in age. 



NORTHWEST QUADRANT 

Hd eolian sand, active and inactive, dune-forming. 

Ht talus, sl ideroclc: along slopes in cculees and Columbia River Valley: 

Hal - alluvium; silt, sand, and gravel underlying modern flood plain. 

Har alluvial fan deposits; sand and gravel. 

Q.i.fo - alluvium, fanglornerate; generally older than Haf, caliche-capped. 

ls landslide deposits; slumps, debris flows. 

Qlo 1oess, mapped where generally greater than 5 feet in thickness in a continuous 
sheet. 

Qfu catastr"ophic flood deposits, undifferentiated. 

Qfs - catastrophic Glacial Lake Missoula ("Spokane•) scabland flood deposits. 

Qfm - catastrophic Moses Coulee flood deposits. 

Qfg terrace and bar deposits, undifferentiated. Glaciofluvial, f1uvia1, and ice
contact stratified silt, sand, and gravel deposits of various lithologies in 
the fonn of terraces, bars, and other features in the Columbia, Okanogan, 
and Spokane River Valleys. Includes the Great Terrace. 

Ql glaciolacustrine silts, sand;, and gravel3 deposited in gl!cially-imr,ounded 
lakes. Includes Nespelem ~'·" :;;. 

Qgu glacial deposits, undifferentiated; where glacial units (below) difficult to 
distinguish, or two or more units occur in close and complex relationship. 

Qgt - glacial till; mapped where clearly the dominant sediment type. 

Qgo glacial outwash; mapped where clearly the dominant sediment type. 

Ty Yakima Basalt, undifferentiated; includes interbeds in \.lanapum and Grande 
Ronde Basa 1 ts. 

pTu pre-Tertiary rocks; mainly metarrorphic and igneous rocks of plutonic complexes 
alon~ northern Columbia Valley. 



Hd 

Ht 

H.ilm 

t<:1l\1n s•nd, actlvt ,1nd l11,1cttve, duo.-fonal"'1. 

Ulus H>d slid.rock of b..lsalt. Significant .movnts found only la dH~ 
canyons of U>. hkl!A.l J:"'~ u:,lUIDb!.t Rivers &r><I trlb.uUrles. 

•lluvll.d. n:xlern strullldepcsH.s; a,,olnstre•m fldes rel.aU:<i to 111&jor rlvtrs 
of u:,lumola Basin, coin;x,se-d of b.as,lt and r,on-b.as,ltlc llth<llog!es. 

alluvl1J011, rodern stream deposits; sidtstreuo facles r-el.itt<l to tr1but.lr1es 
of Njor dnln.,.9es cf u:,lurol• Bu1n. u:>nsls\U of higher p«rcenug, b.t
Hlt th.on lula. 

terrace deposits, l!>ainstream fades. S.ind, silt, chy, and grnel .-.ar\119 
UP"1)M or oxir-1: terr,ces along the 111,,1jor rivers of Blsln. Coa,;,ose<i oft:,..,
s~lt u,d non-t:,..,ult1c lltholoq1es. 

terrace deposits, sldestrea"' fac1es. Suxi, silt, clay, and gravel m.al'.lng 
up one or more terraces along s:na 11 er s tre.!.!OS ,1r><1 tri buta ri es. Usu.illy 
C°"'90Se<l entirely of b.ault. 

&lluvial flns, b.anlt sand ar><I gnvel, unconsolld,W, l1tt1e or no c.allcht 
Clp. 

Ql LoeH, silt &M fine sand, locally Includes volc.anlc ash. ~Poe<! wh<trt 
thldtr than 2 .,.,t,rs. l'ost ls you"9f'r th.\n the Touchet de;xis1U. 

Qh landsl1de deposits, unstrat1f1e-d and poorly sor~ silt, su.d, &M grHtl 
of various llti,ologies. Various ,ge-s. 

Qfo a11uv1V111, old fan se<ilment; t>as1lt 9r1vtl ind sand, subroun<led to .1ngul1r, 
~rtly consoll~~. cap~ by callct\<t. 

Qss Touchet ~s &nd other related sl1c~ttr sedlin<:nts of glac\&1 flO<Xi ce-
poslts. Ofttn cut by cl1stic dikes. 

'ls sand and gr.tvel of glacial flood deposHs found u b.ars along the Colur.:t>ia 
Qg Rlver and Pasco Basin. 

Qt.a Titton ,1ndes ite. 

QTrl Ringold For.r>ation. lacuHri~ clay, silt 
to light bro-.tn, often cJpoe<l by calicne. 
fac1es of Ringold Formation and ~t,.,ird 
tr.i::lon. 

and sand, 1a .. 1 n.t1'd; p.1 le ye 11 a.. 
liradAtloNl dowtNar"<l Into e<>l Ian 

Into upper p.irt of £1hnsbur-; For-

QTrs Ringold For.Mtlon. ~llan clay. silt and Hrxl, lu•in.,.te-d; light r-e<l-brcwn, 
often C4t by elastic dikes. Distinguished fro,a the overlying lacustrine 
flcies with d\fflcul ty, best Indent If led by drill holed.tu. 

Qtrc Ringold For.:-.atlon. conglomerate; well- to sub-rounde-d b.asalt gravel In 
sand lfl.!ltrlx. red-bro...n Iron-stain~ c"""'nt. Llr:ilted to north side S•ddle 
l'ountalns ind $,nyrn• Bench. Inter-fingers with 1.icustrine facles aM 
t.~lcxens from ust t.o "est. 

QTt;,, Thorp Gravel. NIMtrea,. facles; well-rounded gravel ,1r,d cc.arse und c.in
ta1nlng signlflcant amounts of weathere<i granitic • ...aUmorphlc, ind 
volcanic ,;edi~nt of CdsCJde Range mlxed wit., t:,..,ult. Occurs H hlgn 
fluv1&1 tarraets lSSOClated wlth th• Ylkl""' Rlv1'r. 

QTts Thorp Gravel, sldestream faclu; well-rouMe-d gravel an<l coarse HM of 
><Nthered basalt predo'111nantly. Occurs a high fluvial Urreces reh~ 
to trlbuury stre,ins of the Yai.lr..& River. 

Tc Gravels of t..'le arx:estral u:>l\lfrOI• River; -11-rounded qu,rtzite gravel OM 
s•nd de;,oslte<l by ancestr,1 C,:,lumbl• River prior to uplift cf 1nt1clln•l 
ridges of sout.h,..,stern u:>lua:bla Basin. 

Te (llensburg Fonn..otlon, sond. silt, 9rnel. and cl,y. ><hlte to light red
brc .. n. Conulns pun,lce, andeslte, tephra. •nd sl9nlflc,nt ,rounts oft..
s;l t sediment. Mixture of fluvial and hh•r d.,postts. lncluces only the 
supr•-t>..s.lt (llensbur9. 

Ty Yakel= BHalt. undlffcrent1Hed. B•salt tlo,o and lnte~ds of U-,, (llens
burg For.nation. 
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... IIIDClienl tllwt w S.C:nNt, ~AiMt1y kt.all. 

• a.tf"II I ll " l.1 l f .-s.. 

• hncklldlt1. t,ar-~l'l,ltctN., 1~ l'"OCl.1.ltN b1o<Ui- ~,r,t hhftlt&t- •1ocU 
are~ ,,.. t.hot s.ow.tNM•U'f"'II eai-.et.a ... ,, •• 

.. h,ontr1N•nnt•1 dttcio:lttn ...... ~tt1011 t., iftt.ff't..,. 4.nt~ 1:w1t1t1. 
t• u..t s.ubh-..t tr.cu .. 

.. t.o,n.s .. t-cl\ldtt '•lovtt lMu .. u. to 9ny-t.u11 '" c.c1o,-. loully 1n<:h•d4•1 
HII 0,, e,1 tCM horl~. 014"" lOoH'I p&l,t CH'"~ t11 colOf". ~•r ca-, 
t.ltM ultcM ~ril'Ot'tl tM N7 c:.o,1t.ata •'-• kfl. J.q,t: a"4 4htr1bul10fl ot 
oldiw lo.HI ..C:KU1• • 

.. "1tsovh n()O,lf IIJTl .... h. (.l't.lrtnt"l d,e,Qo1tt1;, grtffh of d1ttrH \1H jt'Mf -a.-
po1,1tt0tt (6o.iriN1ttl7 Mult) Olt'PQ'lttff t• c:A,a_...l wys. of i.c...o1uws tncu 
bJ Lti:e Mts1,0,\lll f1004 .. UN .. 

.. N:fn011141 flood kChtiltff' qrtN"h• gnnl• of dtunw 1,IH Ind ('..()IIIIQ01.tUOill 
(«.tN11tJ7 tl•U.11tl Olf'PO'llt.1-d ,,. l,l,U M1U..0..1,t flOQd •t'°M _,.,.,,., ,,.D 
4nl111.19H tlftlcA dr1h 1,-i.o u.. l,.C..tO,laN tn<t fna u. s,o,wth 1"'4 u,..,thMt.t .. 

• •thsouh flood t,.ttwh 11'N1 Jtlh: f1~-gntnrtd UrodS (a,"4 ~ qru-.1) tftd 
ttlh of CT(l1C d'°po\lt1M. A" ~ !O\ld'Mtt !Md'\ of Otho!H' woN. .. n. Lou11y 
c,at,t• 1ca-r1ft.N C:000le1 and tc.._...lt st.tvctwrn, sai,ll-u.-1• cron-~1"1, 

.. ,lfllloct11"1" L•t• ~1th nnd 1nd gro•I ~1h':. a:>1t17 b.Ki-4'd,;fy .... 
pctttt.s h19ft h11 b&ult COftUflt .. 9C""""Nlly ltg-?\t 9"1 Ill color, fOUrf!MII t)Oftt 
SMU 11'Hf" aM ..,.0\1 of tr1Mtar1n .ttio« 1...,hr,.,., 10. 

• l1"'90ld ultd'I«':. .1 ultc!'wt NM of -.4r1•bl• U\tdn••·n ~ly fo.-..d o. 
~ of u,,, Col-I• ,1...,. bu~lts o.- .. u,,, l1"'10ld l•=tr1Nt f><1H. 

• U"'9!)14 hc::wltri,..... hcilt"l• hi~ wtite-., grw-y. 9rN'f'. "4. Of' t.u 
cl.1yst.Oft•M, tt1ht.l)ftiirS • .1M ul"ld'lt..ofton af 1•cvstr1,... o,rtqh.. loully 1-
cll>d.-. •1-14 a,..,1-,.u., , ....... c-1, ...-,.,., • .., ll-14 c-
,1-•c.. 

• l1ft9014 C0"'910M1tr•U. nr1colON'd p,,tbbl• to eoob1e COtMJlca.r1U wtV!I u"'4 
•trh, c.,._,...ly loH'ICt'Mtflt.N, clou Apol"011•1te1y 1/J Wult. 2/l 'WOIU"'"' 
tcluttcs ("t.Mof""'Dft'ln.N). 9r,u,H1cs. ~1«-1,,. and •tuo~tct.. ,.,.. 
fOVftd o,,, too of tM Coh.oh ll•w ~u I ts. o" botlll s tdn of u.. SMU lt"" 
'" Wl!ttt-n p,,rt of ou.tdr11tt. Cluts p,r'OO,ff17 Mf'hN trcii. S..l.,....Sn.i• 
4rtl-. 

• Olditr SNk• lhff 1rn~h;, r,,ri)t,1• to cobo1H, approxiNUly lOS twult, 
10'1 N:t..a..o1ca11tc..tlsttcs. 1~nt po'l)hy1""1H, •tHiol"'Pft1cs, atrior 9r&~ 
tu~.. Oco.ir u b.lr'l t" s,,.-.c CIAJ'O"I ff'OIII aouU\ of S.,11-,.n to Col\,lalbh1 
11vt1". "9e t, past-h1tr1un,,ot1 bitwlt .1M pre-lUu.owl• flood d4110Sit1. 
'°'1,t,I• floo4 ,,. • .,..1,. 

• Chrtstoft ,r,.,.h. ~r. Posst~le floo4 g-raffh ex.pas.ff 1ft 1114 -..r 
t.llruu.. ~. Age t,H"<•rt.tt"· 

• Chrt:tt.Oft 9rtffh • o;de-r. ,.., • .._.,,. ~!1..,...•:11 qr.1:v .. h. f'XDOS.-4 1ft •"6 :-..,,. 
Chn,~ • ._A. t.onunt <k"PQ1tt1°" ;,. • t.eaoor1ry CMNl4l of tht SA.au 
lh1tr Vj)l)A blo.u.&qi, of CJ\&,,..) tt, tntr.1c.&ftJ'O"' t1,11.,1lt • 

.. Valh lta1h 9r1...-h; 111V'th1 cotiblt c,r .. el .. lOO'l bl.ult. lftlqVlar to 
row,d.ct. cluu COftlOttly 4N"Oly lllfllt,..,..... ocQfr 111 Nfty drtlNq,N off 
UMr 11,.., ~utn,; pou1blt tt• tqwhall'ftt to otOl'r s.n..u i1"1'" 9nwh .. 

"' Cnr'lode ~ vrawh; 11h,.t.1 eob&1e 9f"'4tth of ,as Mu.It. Z I q,t,1,1w-t
tttrs .t"'1 ol1'•r •U.orp,i;tc, •~l•t" by ~tn"N:y 1lhni\ll\ 11'114 Mh\.O'lllt 
nooc dc-po'ltL10 proo.•1, U'JIC ....,h,l.-at to wall• w..tilt f"'•~h. 

• lkfUltfthh atdq• ,r1wh; tllUYt.1 Pf'bbl• to COOOIC' qr•wl. JP,P~l1MCAly 
6SS twult (dttoly ..,,u,~r). JS1 acta.or;,fttcto pt""fo-tfttracanyo,t ei..ult la 
191. ~n1HC1ft9 u Hrly (J\.1--l ftll of tM S-Mi.• ff'IIM91. 

Ch•r•Ht1" 9ro•h. J"Ol"*ft'9ff'-. alhntal s.NIN"'U of tJ'\c &f'IICNt..nl Cl:·.1,-. 
.. ur itfft'. 

• ClM,....Uf' tn••h. oldotr; n'l>t"Utflt I U4lat1"1iUr:, h1t.t,1:a,re,,i ef OW Coh ... $,1 
ll'N'f" hu1t. '"'*1....-r ~t.al i11 1,e •• 

... COh•IIIC•I• 11'l'ff' Nulh. ~u,.,...tt,1t.N. 

c,-,,.u., 1-nd 9"•••o•Oortu plvtOft"\ of ltght V'"""Y tncf yt'llc,.,-1tty h1 c.o1ot'. 
,~oly 1t.o(U ot U... (d.&l'l,o how,1 tt.h• U.PotN h U•9C..0.1 ll°"'f NUA'nl 
jl4rt al .,.4raat. Probul7 JliU"'HI le or Crl:Uc..o..,. 1• age • 

.. JlftrU...,rp11tc1. phy1'1t~1. ,,,.,.,h 1114 •U·""°lc111tclutic:1 uPoud t• th,.... 
bloct1, ,1ICM"'Mf Tuc.t\N)ft Alvtt. 1'1y k of C..nonHtrow,,-,...,......1,., of' Tr\ .. 
autc-J¥uutc '" 1qc. 

• •ft . .&Pll)rphtc qw.a,.tz1h. -"1tr ta oru•,g• to bn:io-1 Lo po,,rpl• 1.- colol"'. ,.,.,... 
to ct:t•n.--qratn•d. i-..11-,c.tl• crou.b,,c-d,dl""1. U.1" to u.to-~. S.trtt
ltnl)lltc •Mi 1qe nlltton"'tPt of t.M Kttlt',...... e.1.po""',.,.1, Ofll 1t1,n.oott. '" 
tUtfn'l p.rt of qu.a4r1t1r. h \.W\C•rUI•. ,ou1,1y Ut.. ,,,.....c;...,.h111 t.o C....... 
~t,111 ta f9C • 

... '1\y1lttt Lo low-1r•d«' \Cl'lht. 9r"'l'"NIUI\ qr"1'7. •lu~ .. 4yn1tl1 dhtor1.td. 
Qhy1'1t1c. rtl let ~t,...,. A.q. 1"'4 atru.tqr•P'\tc r•htlo,ttt.Jll• ur<..,t"Ul•o 
tapou'CI in \trpton la un.-"' p,1rt of q\l,,t,drut. ,r"O(l,,abiy Lat.• ,f"t<....l,a
b,-11fti-C....Orat111 h1 .19« • 

.. "t"'t'C•ab"h"' ro,c,11., ... Mtfr,,....,,_thlN~ -t..lM:>roJ'ltc, ot ur1~, t1P""" .. ~_. 

'" u .. ;,to•n '" u1~ir11 p,1rt of iw,..Mt'lft\. ,t"(),Cl,,.blt LU.A ~tu or 
c....-t>t'h• ,. ·~-
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